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ABSTRACT 

A facility has been established at the M.X.T. Francis Bitter 

National Magnet Laboratory for studying various electromagnetic 

means for accelerating vehicles and projectiles to very high velo- 

city/ and for training a generation of scientists and engineers in 

the technologies involved. The facility has been staffed by about 

fourteen undergraduate and graduate students, technicians, faculty 

and research staff. 

p> During the first six months  (phase one)  the group het^ con- 

structed a 65 kJ, 6 kV fast discharge capacitor bank, a 134 kJ, 

900 V slow discharge bank, and a 245 kJ,  350 V mobile bank for field 

launching was started.    Also completed was an accelerator test 

bench and a protected control and observation room instrumented 

with digital data processing equipment.    Studies have been initi- 

ated on three acceleration mechanisms, and on the theoretical li- 

mitations in general. ) 

CpA "helical railgun"  (brush-commutated helical accelerator) 

-has been bench-tested to 500 gee acceleration and 30 m/s velocity 

achieved over a 12 inch section.    A 20 foot, twin helix launcher 

and optimized cargo or reconnaissance glider have been designed, 
A 

for construction during phase two. 

Mass driver (discrete-coil, synchronous accelerator) coils 

have been tested to destruction over a range of pulse conditions 
A 

to gain an understanding of failure modes and develop improved 

designs for different ranges of operation. 

A "momentum transformer" has been constructed for transferring 

momentum from a pneumatically driven sabot to a smaller projectile. 

Theoretical studies indicate that the smallest vehicle capable 

of surviving a ground-based launch to earth escape velocity Jt 

reasonable atmospheric losses of mass and energy is a 25 kg, 

6 cm caliber cylinder, and that a promising mechanism for accel- 

erating it to escape velocity is a self-energized superconducting 

mass driver in which the launch energy is stontd inductively in 

a 1 km length of superconducting drive coils of 35 cm caliber. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Tue NIT National Magnet Laboratory was built in 1960-1963 with 

funding by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFOSR) to serve 

as a canter of expertise in the generation of very intense magnetic fields« 

and their application to solid state and plasma research. It was named in 

honor of Francis Bitter, who built the first high field research facility 

at MIT in 1936. Support of the laboratory has since been taken over by 

the National Science Foundation, with substantial contribution from the 

Department of Energy to the Alcator fusion research project. The core 

powerplant is capable of generating up to 32 MM of highly regulated dc 

power, and has been supplemented with a pulsed power capability of 225 MM 

dedicated to the Alcator machine. The laboratory provides high fields to 

visiting researchers from government, university and industry, and also 

maintains in-house research in solid state, plasma and superconductivity 

physics. The laboratory also serves the DoE as designer and contracting 

officer for large ISD magnets. 

Work in propulsion began in 1970, when Henry Kolm and Richard 

Thornton developed the MIT Magneplane, a high-speed maglev transportation 

system based on a linear synchronous motor (1,2,3). In 1975 Gerard K. 

O'Neill of Princeton University recognised the applicability of this 

mechanism to launchers, and there followed the development of Mass Drivers 

for launching lunar raw materials to space construction sites. The colla- 

boration was supported by NASA in two NASA-AMES summer studies in 1976 and 

1977 (4,5) and in joint grants to MIT and Princeton (6). 

In 1978 Dr. Harry Fair, Chief of the Propulsion Branch of ARRADOCM, 

sponsored a preliminary survey of all practical electromagnetic accelera- 

ting mechanisms and their applicability to DoD requirements. The conclu- 

sions were presented at the JANNAF meeting in March 1979 (7) and elsewhere 

(8,9,10). Henry Kolm also assisted in establishing a Technical Advisory 

Penal on Electromagnetic Guns and Launchers to bring all available resour- 

ces and expertise to bear on planning a coordinated red program. 

The work reported here represents the first six-month phase of MIT's 

contribution to such a program. 
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OBJECTIVES 

It is the main purpose of this project to establish a facility for 

studying all electromagnetic accelerating mechanisms of interest, without 

prejudice toward existing capability or equipment, and to train a first 

generation of experts in the basic science and engineering of this art. 

To this end, we draw on the entire NIT student body, graduate and under- 

graduate, without departmental barriers. Our group operates at a high 

level of involvement and enthusiasm. 

Four tasks have been selected as deserving first-priority attention, 

considering the fact that the very important railgun-homopolar launcher 

technology is already being pursued at Westinghouse and university of Texas, 

Austin. 

The helical railgun, or brush-commutated helical accelerator, con- 

sists of a short coil sliding inside or outside a helical barrel. The 

sliding coil and adjacent segments of the barrel are energised by rings 

of brushes surrounding the helical barrel. The device seems well suited 

for accelerating heavy vehicles to relatively moderate velocities, but the 

efficiency and performance limits were completely unknown. It is our 

objective to construct and bench-test a short segment of helical accelerator, 

and on the basis of the knowledge thus gained to design a half-scale field 

launcher and glider vehicle, to be constructed during phase two. The 

full-scale launcher is intended to launch SO pound gliders for reconnaiss- 

ance purposes, or for transporting cargo over inaccessible terrain. 

The launcher is intended to operate at IOC gee acceleration, 100 m/s 

(224 mph) velocity, with a range of several miles.  A larger version to 

be designed in the future would accelerate a 300 pound stretcher vehicle 

at 5 gee for medical evacuation purposes. 

The accelerators intended for launching purposes will have external 

slide coils. This configuration provides easy access to the brushes and 

helical barrel surfaces for studying the commutation processes, arcing 

damage, etc. On the basis of tests with the external sliders w+ hope to 

establish the performance limits of helical accelerators for internal 

use in artillery applications. 

The study will also generate trade-off curves for launched glider 

design. 
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Mass drivers, or discrete-coil synchronous accelerators in general, 

are limited in performance by failure of the vehicle coil or of the drive 

coils. Failure of the vehicle coil is governed by a relatively straight- 

forward thermal limit, but failure of the drive coils is a complex problem 

which has not been studied for large-caliber, thin-build pulse coils. 

Depending on the operating regime, failure may be thermal, static or 

dynamic. We wish to correlate the observed failure of simple coils with 

computer models to determine the performance limit of mass driver type 

accelerators, and means to design drive coil structures for maximum per- 

formance. 

Momentum transfer flux compressor?, or momentum transformers, are 

devices in which a metal sabot provided with a radial slot is accelerated 

chemically (or pneumatically, in our tests) into a region of strong mag- 

netic field confined by a copper barrel. The magnetic flux, which 

cannot penetrate the sabot in the available time, is thereby concentrated 

into the inner bore of the slotted sabot, so that the field intensity is 

increased by about the ratio of outside to inside cross section. A conducting 

projectile located inside the sabot is thereby expelled by induced eddy 

currents, carrying with it a hopefully large fraction of the sabot's 

momentum at a correspondingly higher velocity. We plan to study the 

mechanism by inductance simulation, using alternating currents and a dummy 

sabot, and by pneumatically driving a one inch caliber sabot into a field 

coil. 

There are certain theoretical limits on the performance of the 

basic acceleration processes, imposed by materials, energy transfer rates, 

losses, etc. We are interested in defining the Performance limits of 

the helical accelerator in terms of thrust, efficiency (heating), projectile 

•ixe, and speed, insofar as these limits can be derived from experimental 

data, for extrapolation to the larger launchers for tactical use. 

We are also interested in deriving the theoretical melting limit for 

multiple impulse inductors, that is accelerators which drive short-circuited, 

passive coils or washers by synchronised pulse coils of th* mass driver type. 

Finally, we intend to determine the feasibility of launching space 

vehicles electromagnetically, the minimum vehicle sise for survival, the 

mass and energy losses in traversing the atmosphere, and the suitability of 

various energy storage and accelerating mechanisms. 
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The group has on« additional mission, funded by NASA-LEWIS rather 

than ARRADCOM-DAKPA, which we include in the present report because of 

its relevance to DoO applications: design and construction of the 

superconducting bucket and associated cryogenic service station for 

Mass Driver Two, The station serves to cool the bucket to liquid 

helium temperature, induce a persistent current in its two coils, and 

inject it into the mass driver being built at Princeton university. We 

will then collaborate with Princeton in testing the overall system, and 

obtain experimental data on the performance limit of superconducting 

bucket coils under the field transients involved in mass driver type 

accelerators. 

This work fills a gap in the present DoD program, which does not 

as yet include a cryogenic/superconducting system, we believe that such 

systems will be of importance in two contexts: linear inertial energy 

storage in Pvlsar type devices, such as those developed by Cowan at 

Sandia (11), and inductive energy storage for space launchers and 

possibly also tactical and strategic launchers.  Relatively little is 

known «bout the behavior of hard superconductors under fast transients« 

and other groups at the National Magnet Laboratory are beginning to 

investigate this area. 
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PERSONNEL 
The following persons contributed to the Phase One work, in the 

■inner indicated. 

Henry Holm. Senior Scientist (Nat 1• Magnet Lab), lecturer (Aero.Astro Dept.) 
co-principal  investigator, electromagnetics 

Rene Miller. Professor, Aeronautics and Astronautics Department 
co-principal  investigator, aerodynamics 

Peter Mongoau. BS, Physics, Doctoral Candidate, Physics 
crew chief, supervises all projects, makes job assignments, concentrates 
on theoretical analysis and instrumentat ion; conceptual planning; 

Fred Williams. BS, Mechanical Engineering; veteran of magneplane and pulsed 
metal forming projects; chief designer and constructor, with special 
responsibility for capacitor switching and safety; idea generation; 
procurement of surplus equipment; improvisation and adaptation; 

Peter Graneau. Ph.D., Elect. Engr., specialist in cryo-cables, circuit breakers, 
physics of metal vapor arcs, electromagnetic theory; 2ot time consultant; 
special responsibility for quench-gun analysis md arc-commutation; 
fundamental analysis; 

Whitney Hamnott. Electro-Mechanical Project Technician; BS in art; 
shop manager, responsible for documentation and Illustration, detail 
designing, special responsibility for cryogenic systems and tests. 

Al Djlauw. Electro-Mechanical Project Technician; pulsed field experience; 
special responsibility for design and construction of capacitor banks 
and switching circuitry, fabrication of helical launcher booms, test 
bench facilities; 

Ken McKlnney. third year student, candidate for BS in Physics and Mach Engr. 
has worked on undergrad. thesis and later as student employee; special 
responsibility for data processing, computer-modelling of coll dynamics, 
and management of the Digital PDP-11 systam and interface. 

Ota Fitch, third year student, candidate for BS In Aeronautical Engr.; 
working on undergrad. thesis project (UftOP, "Undergrad. Research Opp- 
ortunity11 project) for academic credit; responsible for coil dynamics 
project experimentation, planning to do IS thesis for project later; 

Robert Sharp, third year student, candidate for BS in Physics; 
working on UROP project for credit, coil dynamics experiments. 

Michael Polusiek. BS, Aeronautical Engr., 
Part time; did glider trejectory trade-off analysis and basic design; 

Mart Zeitlln.  BS, Aeronaut. Engr., Candidate for MS; 
Responsible for structural design and construction of glider vehicle. 
radio control. Instrumentation, and aeronautical testing; 
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Lika Lev?, third year student at Bryn Hawr College, Candidate for BS in Physics; 
Joined project for one-week externshlp during spring vacation; may 
return as student employee later if needed. 

Roger Purst, fourth year student, candidate for BS in Aeronautical Engineering; 
Working as student employee on construction of launcher booms and 
capacitor banks; may join project as graduate student for MS; 

Kevin Haguire.    high school student;    part-time employee; 
"""  will work as summer student employee, special case community service; 

The following additional peraona are associated with the Haas Driver 

group at Princeton: 

**w4 K. O'Noill. Professor of Physics, Princeton University 

author of "The High Frontier" and leading advocate of space coloniiation. 

William Snow » MS, Aeronautical Engineering, 
former graduate student at NIT and veteran of the Nass Driver One group, 
responsible for design and construction of the main part of Nass 
Driver Two. 

■fjyP1^llW U.i.l-i.. 
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FACILITIES 

SPACE AND SERVICES 

The group now occupi«! about 3,000 square foot of offioo and 

laboratory apaoa, with room for expansion aa required. Thara la an 

adjaoant garage araa where tha trailer-aounted twin-helix launcher can 

ba aeeeafeled, and a littla-uaad railroad aiding where initial launching 

taata can ba wade. Availabla in tha aeon building ara heavy ahop facili- 

ties, including lathee larga anough to fabricate nodules of balieal 

barrola up to eight faat long. 

Tha araa haa access to tha aain powerplant which can furnish up 

to 12 Iff of continuous dc power (160 kA at 200 V),  and Bitter aolanoids 

with fialds up to 220 kG (22 Taala),  oriantad horlaontally or vertically. 

Tha laboratory alao owns various capacitor banks which ara availabla 

for occasional us*. 

Tha control re- 

aaarch araa, 20 x 40 

faat, is surroundod 

by a wire cage, h 

massive wood toot 

bonch 40 ft long woo 

wall of this caga, 

a plywood ob- 

woo built in 

for pro- 

debris, and to 

tho digital 

equip- 

it. 

Fig. I. Ovarall vlow of control rotoardi araa 
completed In January 1380.Tost bonch at loft, 
control roe» In far right corner. Frod Will lass 
and Fetor Nongaau In background. 
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DEDICATED ENERGY STORAGE 

THE FAST DISCHARGE BANK 

Thirty-six 6 KV, 100 nf pyranol 

capacitors obtained as government surplus 

fron the Princeton Synchrontron «ere 

assembled into a fast-discharge, 65 KJ 

bank. 

The bank is divided into six 

dnlcs of six cans, each housed in a 

msrcial polyethylene tank with 0.25 inch 

«alls on a caster dolly, as shown at 

right. 

Cans are connected individuallly 

to m 217 type coaxial cables la the 

■Miner shown, one aide of the capaci- 

tors being grounded to the cans. The 

tanks are thus needed for fault pro- 

tection as well as for PCB containment, 

a linear spark gap triggered 

by four automobile spark plugs «as 

constructed. Zt is capable of dis- 

charging one 6—can Module and oper- 

ates reliably at 1,000 as well as 

6,000 volte. A larger version capable 

of aooepting the 96 co-axial leads 

from all six nodules has been designed. 

The six nodules will fit into 

six neighboring baye underneath the 

teat benohf two are visible in fig. 

'MAtjJ     trlCCf-ftoOtf 

Fig. 2 The 6 KV, 65 KJ fest dis- 
charge capacitor bank, connections, 
and spark gap switch. 

J J . i i... 
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THE SLOW DISCHARGE BANKS 

We have two slow-discharge capacitor 

banks made of beer can elecirolytics obtained 

as surplus from the dismantled Princeton 

Synchrotron. A crowbarred laboratory bank 

has been completed, and a field bank for 

use with the trailer-mounted launcher is 

being assembled. 

Xfre laboratory bank uses 960 beer cans, 

each 3100 mf at 300 V storing 140 J, with a 

total storage capacity of 134.4 kJ at 900 V. 

The bank consists of 40 modules 

containing 24 cans wired 8 in parallel and 

3 in series as shown at right. Each module 

has its own SCR for initiating its discharge 

and for reverse fault current protection, as 

well as a crowbar diode 

to sustain the discharge 

current and prevent back- 

swing when feeding a low- 

resistance load. 

The modules weigh 

50 pounds each and are 

made of 2x8 hemlock 

planking, with mating 

top and bottom edges to 

permit stacking, as shown 

in Pig. 4. The aluminum 

current bus connections 

protrude from the front 

panel and are protected 

by the protruding side- 

walls. Stacked modules 

can thus be connected 

easily by vertical alumi- 

num straps. 

Tqsta, 

LOXO 

Fig.  3.    Circuit of 24-can 
module of laboratory bank 

Fig. k.    Enclosure of 2^-can, 50-pound stacking 

modules of laboratory bank. 
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PULSE   GENERATOR  CIRCUIT 

SCR TRIGGER  CIRCUIT 

Fig. 5.    Discharge controls for the laboratory bank 

A standard pulaa-forming and SCR trigger circuit shown in Fig. 5 

was built, battery operated and transformer coupled to permit complete 

isolation fro» the line and prevent premature triggering.    This triggered 

up to three nodules.    A direct cascade method waa later developed to trigger 

all of the modules. 
in practical terms, the whole bank can deliver about 200 KA at 900 V 

for 0.75 ms.    It can thus be thought of as a 180 Ml power supply, with a 

0.75 ms duty cycle, delivering 134.4 KJ altogether,    the bare capacitors 

have a power density of 70 joule/pound (2 pounds/can). 

The mobile bank now being assembled consists of 1600 beer can units, 

each 2500 mf at 350 V storing 153 J. with a total storage capacity of 
245 KJ.    It will be parallel-connected for 350 V operation, which matches 

the helical launcher's impedance plus back-voltage.    The cans are being 

mounted   in 4 steel shelving units, the total weight of the bank being 

3,200 pounds.   The cans will be individually SCR-fired, but without 

crowbarring diodes.    Staggered triggering will ensure quasi-constant 

current during the launch cycle.     The actual, bare-can energy storage 
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density, referred to the bare capacitor cans, is 76.5 joule/pound. 

For comparison, we note that launching the 12.5 pound (5.67 kg) 

glider to 224 mph (100 m/s) at 80 percent efficiency requires only 

36 KJ , or 465 pounds of capacitors. The portable bank thus suffices 

for testing the launcher to 6.8 times the mass of the model, or 2.6 

times the design velocity. 

Two charging supplies are available:  a 50 KV, 0.2 A unit for 

the 6 KV bank, and a 2 KV 4 A unit for the 900 V bank. Both were 

reconditioned from dead storage. 

A mobile charging supply for field use to charge the 300 V 

launching bank will be constructed to be operable on line power or on 

a gasoline-driven 2.5 KW generator. All of the control and instrumen- 

tation for the field launcher will be caerated from the 12 V truck 

battery through a 60 Hz inverter in order to make it independent of 

the generator. 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The backbone of our instrumentation system is a Nicolet Explorer 

digital oscilloscope, which is capable of storing 4,000 data points at 

time intervals of 50 nanosecond to 20 second per point. All points can 

be used to store a single variable during a transient event, or they can 

be used to store up to four variables simulataneously by cycling the 

points. Once stored on the floppy disk, the data can be displayed, 

scanned, expanded in the x and y directions, and processed directly by 

an available Digital PDP-11 computer. A micro-computer will be added to 

permit on-line computation while experiments are being made. 

A set of four optical position sensors has been construe tad to 

provide a measured position reference. 

ill.. 
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THE HELICAL ACCELERATOR 

FIRST, INTERNAL HELICAL ACCELERATOR 

A crude, two-foot section of internal helical railgun was first 

constructed in about two working days, to obtain a feeling for the problems 

involved. It was made by winding cotton-insulated, one eighth inch square 

copper wire on a phenolic tube, potting the helix in epoxy, removing the 

winding mandrel, and honing the inside surface down to bare copper with 

an expandable cylinder hone. The sabot was a simple, push-only bucket 

with two carbon brushes, supplied with current through a tether cable 

from a 12 V lead-acid battery. 

The slider reached 5 m/s on battery power, and IS m/s when energised 

with electrolytic capacitors, at which point it failed because the acceler- 

ating force stripped the coil from the phenolic tube which carried the brushes, 

easily from the outside. External barrels are limited in length by the 

stiffness of their internal support tube because they can only rest at 

the breech, or the breech and muzzle if the slider is captive. They are 

more accessible for research purposes. 

SECOND, EXTERNAL HELICAL ACCELERATOR 

The second model was made of rectangular, 0.125 x 0.100 inch copper 

wire wound on the outside of a four inch o.d. phenolic cloth reinforced tube 

32 inches long. Spacing between turns was governed by the cotton insulation. 

The winding was epoxy-impregnated and then machined to a cylinder with a 

tolerance of about 0.002 inch overall taper. 

The external slider is shown full-scale in Fig. 6 on the following 

page.in section, and an isometric sketch appears in Pig. 7. current will 

ultimately be supplied through external feed brushes, but the bench model 

was supplied through a tether cable for simplicity and ease of instrumen- 

tation. The electrical specifications are summarised in rig. 3, and some 

photographs of the bench model accelerator appear in Fig.9. 

^^^!P^" 
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The principle of the brush-commutated helical accelerator is best 

illustrated by Fig. 6, an axial section through the slider. A helical 

barrel coil (not shown) is surrounded by a short sliding coil which is 

supplied with current through two sliding brushes. The sliding coil 

also carries two sets of commutating brushes at each end which serve 

to energize adjacent sections of the barrel helix in opposite directions 

so that the sliding coil is pulled from the front and pushed from behind. 

Each commutating brush set consists of a ring of fingers which surrounds 

the entire circumference of the helical barrel, made by slotting a bronze 

tube as shown in Fig. 7. The inboard brush set is supported by a 

re-entrant tube to place the brushes as close to the sliding coil as 

possible. 

It is an essential feature of this design that the current flowing 

to the brush sets exeats repulsive forces between the three nesting 

coaxial tubes which support the brushes. Brush pressure will therefore 

increase with increasing current, providing the outermost tube can 

withstand the cumulative force. 

The factors which determine the performance limit of a helical 

accelerator are the effective system resistance, the inductance coupling 

coefficient between sliding coil and excited sections of the barrel, and 

the brush current density achievable at an acceptable service life. The 

mass of the slider is a trade-off variable. 

System resistance (and maximum permissible drive current) can of 

course be improved by simply using more copper in both the helical barrel 

and the sliding coil, but this will place the two interacting currents 

farther apart, thus lowering the coupling constant, and also increase the 

slider mass, thus lowering the acceleration for a given thrust. 

To explore performance limitations in the short bench model, the 

slider was provided with only two inboard and two outboard brush fingers 

in the pull-mode commutator (pull-only operation), and its coil only had 

four layers.  It is shown in the photograph of Fig. 9A. 

The bench tests were made by energising the accelerator only momen- 

tarily with one module stack of the electrolytic capacitor bank containing 

0.165 farad at variable charging voltages up to about 600 volts. The 

exact dimensions of sliding coil and energized helical coils are shown 

in Fig. 8, along with the electrical parameters. 

^^^ma»»"S" 
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i.v 

'fl 

e.25" 

bucket 
coll 

t .1" 

2.5" 

k.V 

drive coll 

bucket «ess : 2.3 kg 

winding «atari«! : bucket coll : copper 

drive coll : copper 

bucket col! resistance :  .022 one» 

drive coll resistance i  .008 onus 

accelerator length : 0.8 asters 

Fig. 8 Electrical specifications of bench «ode! 
helical accelerator; helical barrel has 
single layer winding» bucket col! hes 
four layer winding. 
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Flg. 9A Bonch aodtl hollcal acctlarator with only two brush 
fIngort In trolling ond loodlng connitotor ond only 
four coll layors. 

fig. *• Two aodulo* of oloctrolytlc capacitor bank utod to 
drlvo bonch eodal hol leal accolorator. 
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Test results are summarized graphically in the next four figures. 

Fig. 10 is a plot of the peak current as a function of capacitor voltage» 

and its slope defines the "effective system resistance" as 0.057 ohm. 

This corresponds to the slider with only four coil layers and four brush 

fingers operating in the pull-only mode. 

Pig. 11 is a plot of the slider momentum versus current impulse 

measured with only the innermost of the four coil layers energised. 

The slope of this curve, namely the proportionality constant between the 

product of slider current and helix current (which are the same) and the 

propulsion force, is the effective mutual inductance gradient, or dM/dx, 

between the sliding coil and the energised section of helix. Zt turns 
—6 

out to be 1.10 x 10  henry/meter.  The slider mass was assumed to be 

2.3 kg, which includes half the mass of the tether (umbilical) cable 

attached to the slider. 

Pig. 12 is a plot of final velocity as a function to the current 
2 

impulse (ampere -seconds) with all four layers of the slider coil active. 

The mutual inductance gradient has now decreased to 0.84 x 10  hym, 

reflecting the fact that the additional three layers of slider coil 

are farther removed from the helix and therefore contribute less to the 

effective mutual Inductance gradient.  This illustrates dramatically 

the importance of designing for maximum dM/dx. Adding three layers to 

the initial single layer coil has decreased the coupling, and thus the 

thrust obtained for a given current, to only 76% of its initial value. 

Zt is encouraging to note that with only 10% of its brush area and 

about 20% of its coil windings, the slider reached X m/s in an effective 

acceleration length of only about one foot, and from a standing start. 

The objective of the glider launcher is to reach 100 m/s in a length of 

about 16 ft, and with a 5.7 kg gross weight glider model shared between 

two sliders. In other words, we intend to accelerate about twice the 

mams to three times the velocity in 16 times the distance, per slider. 

This implies 16 times the launch energy in 16 times the launch distance. 

m are able to use ton times the brush area end five times the number 

of slider coil turns. To be sure, the edded turns will contribute less 

coupling, but this will be compensated somewhat by the fact that we car» 

energise a section of helix behind the slider to achieve push as well ee 

pull action. 
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Fig. 12 Valoelty versus currant lupulse, bench nodal helical accalarater, 
four cell layer« energised, 2-flnper pell brushes only, slider 
nass Is 2.3 kg Including half of uubllllcet cord nass. 
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Fig. 13 is a plot of the electro-mechanical energy conversion 

efficiency as extrapolated from measurements with the bench model. 

The equations relating efficiency to the performance parameters are 

also shown in Fiq. 13. The "coupling constant" C is a "normalized" 

coefficient, namely the mutual inductance gradient dM/dx multiplied 

by the number of active turns N in the bucket (slider) b, and in the 

drive coil (helix) d. This notation is derived from the mass driver 

literature. 

It is a fundamental property of most accelerators, including 

dc railguns, that efficiency increases drastically with velocity at 

first, and asymptotically approaches 100% eventually.  This property 

derives from the simple fact that both thrust and resistive loss are 

proportional to the current squared. Thus, if the current is kept 

constant during acceleration, the thrust and resistive loss will both 

remain constant as well, but the mechanical power delivered to the 

slider will increase with velocity. 

It will probably prove expedient to inject the slider into the 

active helical barrel with some initial velocity derived from a spring, 

compressed air piston, or induction accelerator (pulsed coil). This 

will eliminate the low-efficiency start, and even more importantly the 

high local heat input to the helix at zero velocity. The only place 

any significant pitting was observed in the bench test model helix was 

at the starting position of the commutating brushes. 

The twin-boom glider launcher should achieve somewhat better 

efficiency than is suggested by Fig. 13 because using about ten times 

more commutating brush area will reduce the system resistance R 

significantly. 

It is worth noting that helical accelerators operating in the 

3 km/s velocity range should achieve efficiencies approaching 90 percent. 

ft ft J* J% IB JiCM L^öH dim i J E ufl Ji« -1*1*11' t'*i ■■■%.¥! iL rt i»i *f+* ■ i i ■ J i -■■ f -' ■  i -■ J ■■ -■ J » ■»- ■ -'»- »  »   " - " i > - ■ » 
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force    =    C 2' 

efficiency    ■ C I2 V 

CI2V + I2R 

C V 

CV + R 

R ■ system resistance 

C ■ couplinq constant, 

b d dx 

I ■ current  in slider and 
helix 

V ■ slider velocity 
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VELOCITY    (meters/second) 
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Fig.   13      Efficiency vs velocity, extrapolated 
from measurements on bench model helical 
raiIgun 
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THE GLIDER LAUNCHER 

CENERAL CONFIGURATION 

The launcher will consist of two twenty-foot external helical 

barrels supported side by side by their ends from Y-brackets attached 

to the ends of an aluminum I-beam. The glider will be accelerated 

between these twin booms by twin sliders up to the 16 foot point; the 

sliders will then be stopped in the remaining four feet and returned 

to the breech end. The full-scale system will launch 50 pound gliders 

and a truck-mounted version is shown in Fig. 14 on the following page. 

There are three comparable options for energy storage: an 

engine-driven homopolar generator followed by an energy transfer in- 

ductor, all operating at room temperature. A set of lead-acid batteries 

charged by an engine-driven generator and discharged over a period of 

at most 15 seconds into an energy transfer inductor cooled to liquid nitro- 

gen temperature, which then discharges into the launcher. The third alter- 

native is the use of electrolytic capacitors charged by an engine-driven 

generator and discharged directly in staggered banks into the launcher. 

A homopolar generator would probably be used in an actual system. 

We have chosen the third alternative, partly becuase we acquired 

about 1600 beer can type electrolytic capacitors as government surplus. 

These cans are 3" diameter, 5 /8H long, weigh 2  pounds each, and are 

rated at 3100 microfarad, 300 V, or 140 joule each. ?hi~> corresponds to 

70 pounds/joule. Their raw volume (not allowing for packaging) amounts 

to 165 ft /M7. A one megajoule electrolytic bank at 100% packing density 

would therefore occupy a cube 5.5 ft on a side. 

Launching a 23 kg (50 lb) glider to 88 m/s (200 mph) requires 0.1 MJ 

of kinetic energy. Assuming 50% efficiency, the task would require an 

electrolytic bank only about the size of the full-length tool-box on a 

utility truck (8'x3axl.5a). 

^FF»-*"l^-*lS'P*W^^^**W*r¥lPWr^E*«P^'^F«¥«-«^W*P«P! 
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MECHANICAL DESIGN 

The helical barrels will be fabricated in five foot sections 

using four inch i.d. transite water pipe, a readily available material 

of high stiffness, good thermal resistance, and low cost. The transite 

sections will be wrapped with epoxy and fiberglass cloth and terminated 

in brass connecting ferrules, then turned to an accurate o.d. Square 

copper wire, 0.1 x 0.135 inch, cotton insulated, will be wound edge- 

wise around the cylindrical fiberglass surface and then turned to within 

+ .002" of a cylindrical surface slightly more than 5H o.d. 

Four helical sections will then be placed over a stainless steel 

tube with their connecting ferrules meshed, and compressed by means of 

jacking flanges so as to place the stainless steel core tube in tension, 

^le fourth helical section will be only 48 inches long, the first three 

making up the remaining 16 feet. The last section will be wound in the 

opposite sense so as to generate a decelerating force. 

The two booms will be supported at their ends, side by side, by 

Y-shaped brackets riveted to an aluminum I-beam located below the helical 

booms. The I-beam will also support the two current feed rails from which 

the two sliders will derive their current. 

The cost of each five foot helical section tube made of transite 

with a fiberglass coating is about $40, as compared to $800 if a fiberglass 

composite tube such as G-10 were used instead. It is likely that a similar 

structure will prove the most expedient in production launchers as well. 

ELECTRICAL DESIGN 

The sliders will differ from those shown in Pigs. 6 and 7 in that 

they will have two coil sections with two brush sections between them 

instead of the other way around. The helical barrel will thus have only 

one active section at the center of the slider, instead of two active 

sections. A detailed optimization analysis shows this configuration to 

be more expedient. The two active bucket coils will be connected in 

parallel? it would have been difficult to connect the helical sections 

in parallel. 

u mnn luiiim u.ui. mm. i .■ ».i m .■. ■. i. i.t. i.n ■. I.I . i-i.i-.i. 
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The nominal performance parameters are as follows: 

acceleration  100 gee peak power      1 m 

mass 10 kg kinetic energy   50 kJ 

force       9.8 kN       launch duration  0.1 sec 

velocity     100 m/s 

length    5.1 m » 16.7 ft 

The electrical»to-mechanical energy conversion efficiency is 

governed by the effective mutual inductance gradient dM/dx, and by the 

choice of conductor cross section, two related parameters. Once the 

conductor cross section has been chosen, the number of turns only affects 

the impedance match. 

Having decided to derive the launch energy from electrolytic capacitors 

rated at 300 V, we design for a maximum back-voltage (kinetic emf, not 

including resistance drop) of 200 volts. This establishes the required 

peak current as 5 kA, allowing for 100 volts of resistive drop at peak 

velocity. 

Thrust is given by»  F > N. N, j I2 • b I2,   where» 

N represents the number of active bucket and drive coil turns, 

dM/dx is the mutual inductance gradient in henries/meter 

I is the series bucket and drive coil current, and 

b defines a performance coefficient having the dimensions 
of henry/meter. 

The energy conversion efficiency is now given by 

b v 
bv ♦ R where 

R is the total system resistance, 

v is the instantaneous velocity, and 

b is the coefficient defined above. 

The efficiency clearly increases with velocity, asymptotically a^roaching 

unity. This is a general property of any dc-operated accelerator. 

^^W^WF^T^^FF^^'F^^^y^P"' 1 'I ■ _■ ■ LP 'J i J ■ ■ - J" ■ l.I.a-«-*-* - - - _ . - - 
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To achieve reasonable efficiency, the totaX system resistance 

—t be kept below 20 milli-oh». This is not a trivial acco^lishment 

if the number of active turns is to be kept reasonably high with good 
inductive coupling. 

kn.5" active length-H 
I  15 active turns   j 

HlMMIIIJIiaji 

i 
'o. 

(A — 
c 

transited? 

.1" x .135" copper 

15 turns active 

9.66 milli-ohm 

Fig.   15 

On the basis of experience 

gained with the 40 inch test 

section, we select the confi- 

guration shown at right:    the 

helix is made by edge-winding 

cotton-insulated rectangular 

copper wire, 0.1 x 0.135 inch, 

around an epoxy-fiberglass 

coated, 4 inch i.d.  transite 

(asbestos)  tube. 

The helix has 15 active 

turns in an active length of 

1.5 inch. 

This active helix sec- 

tion will be connected in 

series with two bucket coil 

sections in parallel flanking 

the active helical section. 

The circuit is shewn in Fig. 

16 at right. 

If we used one bucket coil 

flanked by two active drive ceil 

section*,  as in ^ ta3t helix> 

the   inve coil sections would 

have to ba in parallel for to- 

pological reasons.    Using two 

bucket colls flanking 3 «tngl. drive coil section peraits better ,-ou: ling 

since the average «ui-to-coil distance is smaller,  in view  - -:w ia«' 

that *h* bucse:   .-otu have aore build than the sing:-;^:-   ,.:.x.   : ......... 

is no ^nal-.y ..-. rt-siätance.  and the added advantaco thas    r.;     > ii::!.i 

brush set i. recuirea insteaa o; two.    It thtwfore emerge  ^  « [1..'*". 
tsbie a^lsi« to us. . .imgx. ^^ Meeifla of ^ Mu§ glMM fey ^ 

bucket coiL with thoi, tor», locate to opti*„ th. mutual inductance gradient. 

10 IF Q 

10 m Q 

*iq.    16 
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For optimum efficiency, the bucket coil resistance should be 

about equal to the drive coil resistance. On the basis of experience 

with the test helix, we select 22 turns of 0.1 inch square copper wire, 

co-wound in two parallel starts (i.e., double wire winding of 22 turns, 

the two wires in parallel). The resistance is 10.18 milli-ohm. The 

total winding mass of the bucket is 887 grams. This includes two win- 

dings of 22 turns each with an i.d. of 4.4 inch, and the resistance 

corresponds to both windings in parallel. The circuit diagram of Fig. 

16 shows the two buckets for the two side-by-side booms, each with two 

parallel windings. 

Current density is 40 kA/cm , temperature rise is 25°C during launch. 

To determine the optimum distribution of bucket windings and 

predict the effectiveness of additional windings we have generated a map 

of the value of the mutual inductance gradient dM/dx in the vicinity 

of the active drive helix turns (on one side of the mid-plane), in 

0.1 inch grid points. This map is shown on the next two pages, which can 

be joined at the arrows as indicated. The numbers on this grid are in 

units of micro-henry per meter, and are directly proportional to the thrust 

generated by a unit current filament at the locations of the grid« resul- 

ting from interaction of this current filament with the entire distributed 

current in the active drive helix turns. The numbers thus represent the 

priority of locating turns of the bucket coils which will flank the 

active drive helix section. The maximum thrust is generated at the ends 

of the drive helix (at the brush locations) (3.93), and the thrust falls 

off at about equal rates in the axial and radial directions from this 

maximum. It falls to one half in a distance of about half an inch. It 

is obviously important to locate the two bucket coils as close to the 

commutating brushes as possible, and to operate at the highest current 

density possible, subject to tolerable heating conditions.  The performance 

(efficiency) of helical launchers will therefore be highly sensitive to 

the required repetition rate and to the use of cooling methods. 

The final page of this section presents the result of a computer 

simulation in 0.005 second time increments of the launcher performance. 

mHm**+emm**Kmc*r*****v*9*rm^n9m9*^   i II - 
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This page joins the preceding page at the arrows 
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tait. 

tut   launch < • .    OK 
Etflt. d0 

run 
Helical Rail Gun Launcher Simulation 
this program Performs a step by step iteration 
sive the reouested parameters to start execution 
system resistance 
? .01 
system coupling 
? 8e-4 
projectile  mass 
?  10 VCAP - capacitor voltage 
storage capacitor yg^p . back.emf g#nerated by moving bucket 
T   3 
system  inductance units are KKS 
?   .004 
launcher length 
? 5 
time increment 
T .005 
initial voltase 
? 350 

time X vel ace current vcap vbemf 
0.005 0.00 0.1 15.3 437 350 0 
0.010 0.00 0.4 60.4 869 349 0 
0.015 0.00 1.0 133.9 1294 347 1 
0.020 0.01 2.2 233.8 1709 344 3 
0.025 0.03 4.0 357.7 2115 341 7 
0.030 0.05 6.5 502.4 2506 337 13 
0.035 0.10 9.8 663.5 2880 333 23 
0.040 0.16 14.0 835.4 3231 328 36 
0.045 0.24 19.1 1011.2 3555 322 54 
0.050 0.35 25.0 1183.0 3846 316 77 
0.055 0.49 31.7 1342.3 4096 309 104 
0.060 0.67 39.1 1480.3 4302 302 135 
0.065 0.88 47.0 1589.4 4457 295 168 
0.070 1.14 55.4 1663.9 4561 287 202 
0.075 1.44 63.9 1700.4 4610 280 236 
0.080 1.78 72.4 1698.6 4608 272 267 
0.085 2.16 80.7 3661.3 4557 264 294 
0.090 2.58 88.6 1593.4 4463 257 316 
0.095 3.04 96.1 1501.8 4333 250 333 
0.100 3.54 103.1 1393.7 4174 242 344 
0.105 4.07 109.5 1276.5 3994 236 350 
0.110 4.64 115.3 1156.3 3802 229 . 351 
0.115 5.23 120.5 1038.2 3602 223 347 

Edit. 

^P^&V. 
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THE GLIDER 

GENERAL OBJECTIVES 

The glider is intended to reach maximum altitude belli«tically, 

say 2,000 ft with a launch velocity of 200 mph, and then execute a 

controlled glide to a guided landing with a range of several miles. It 

is to serve for the delivery of cargo over inacci sible terrain, and as an 

expendable reconnaissance vehicle. Zt should be launchable fron a truck 

at a repetition rate of several seconds. The cargo container and attach- 

able airfoil assembly should be capable of compact, nested storage and 

instantaneous interconnection. The parts should be inexpensive and require 

no critical dimensions or adjustments, the flight being controlled instead 

by a reasonably smart on-board electronic controller responsive to ground 

command« from the launch site and from the landing site. A reasonable 

choice of sise was considered to be SO pounds gross weight. 

Zt was originally intended to build a half-si**, one-eighth weight 

model. However, the launcher does not scale down readily for electrical 

reasons, and energy was no problem. It was therefore decided to build a 

model of about half-weight and 79 percent sise, or perhaps even full sise. 

If performance expectations materialise, it should be possible to upgrade 

a launcher of same sise to twice the launch mass. 

The design of the glider vehicle is very important because usefulness 

of the entire electromagnetic launcher concept depends on it, and because 

it represents a design task which, to our knowledge, has never been tackled 

previously. 

This part of the project was directed by Professor Rene Millar, 4n«i 

performed by two persons: Michael Palussek, a recent MS graduate o{  the 

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics did a trajectory analysis, ar.vi 

Marc Zeitlin, a graduate student in the Department, designed «n£ itar^vi 

constructing the actual glider. 

Both of their reports are included in their #ntir**y.  -w-r =n-.; 

wishing to examine the problem will find all of the ietail* •■*<-' ^.*-'.:. 

*^e^WF^^^^ IL l  ■■■ ||i » g 
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Th*iECTüRt   ANALYSIS     (MICHAEL PäLUSZEK) 

j.   Introduction 

The purpose of this phase of the program was to determine 

the vehicle and launch configuration that would produce the 

maximum range for a given initial velocity at the exit of the 

electromagnetic accelerator.  The glider characteristics avail- 

able for modification were the wing aspect ratio (AR) and the 

wing loading.  Given the launch   velocity, the only launch 

parameter that could he varied was the launch angle, although 

the glider angle of attack was assumed to be controllable (if 

desired) during flight. 

The limits for allowable aspect ratios and wing loadings 

were calculated by the glider design group, as were all the 

other vehicle parameters. Maximum launch weight and velocity 

were given by the accelerator group, Tabl» 1*1 summarizes 

the relevant information. 

Parameter    Value (or range) 

.03 

% 

% 

23kg 

2« 

e .95 

s .2m1 - .65m2 

AR 6 to 13 

V£ 88m/sec 

Table 1.1 Glider Data 

naneiRRiii.  _, -  - 
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The basic procedure was to numerically integrate the equa- 

tions of motion to obtain the flight path, and maximum range, 

varying AR, yi  and m/s  in a heuristic fashion until the maxi- 

mum range was achieved. No attempt was made to formally opti- 

mize the glider. 

Since the philosophy was to design as simple a glider as 

possible the emphasis was on simple vehicle controls, unless a 

large gain in range, commensurate with the increase in complex- 

ity, could be obtained. The cases studied were the fixed angle 

of attack case and the ballistic launch case, where the wing 

produces lift only once the trajectory peak is reached. 

This report is divided into three parts detailing the 

equation of motion, the numerical techniques and the results 

respectively. Copies of the computer code are included as an 

appendix. 

^r^ffft^T'T'I^l•**-"-'-**"-'-•-* - - •-'•-•-*• i   * *"*"' *  * '  f T '"'  »'»''"'  ■ ■ »I'MI 
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2.   The Equations of Motion 

Trie equations of the motion were written in the flight 

path axis, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, by the balancing of 

forces.  The equations are: 

m du 
g^ =  -D ~mg sm y 

(2.1) 
mv dy   T -fir -     L -mg cos y 

where y  is the angle to the horizontal, m is the glider mass, 

v its velocity, g the acceleration of gravity, D the total 

drag and L the total lift. 

The drag is defined by the equation 

1 D 
d D (2.2) 

where p is the air density, CD the drag coefficient and 

A is the drag reference area.  The lift is similarly defined 

as 

L j PV2 S c, d h (2.3) 

where 5 is the lifting surface area and C. is the lift 
h 

coefficient. 

GSäkiäÜlä^^ 
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mg 

2.1  Plight Path Axis 
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The drag coefficient is composed of two elements, one 

is the lift independent drag and the other the drag induced 

due to lift. 

C = C  + — 
D   Dp ' ireAR (2.4) 

4 
The lift coefficient is derived from thin airfoil theory 

and is 

c -Sa 
7!AR <2*5) 

CLa= 2" 

The air density is assumed to be an exponential function 

of altitude and is given by 

p = 1.2 e-
h'6341 

with p in kg/m3 
(2.6) 

WPW*^""PWPW^P^P^PWWW! 
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3.  Numerical Methods 

A fourth order Runge-Kutta method was used to integrate 

the equations numerically. The four equations of motion are 

arranged as follows 

du m  -D/m -g sin Y 

<|l _ L -g/v cos Y 
dt " mv   v 

dv (3-1} 

3t s v cos Y 

dv 
at « v sin Y 

The right hand sides are functions of V, y and y. 

The algorithm used is an extension of the two first order 

equation case as given in Hildebrandt.   The error is on the 
4 

order of (At) .  For the trajectory analysis At « 1 sec and 

the algorithm was implemented on a PDP 11/10 using single 

precision arithmetic. 

4.  Results and Conclusions 

4.1  Introduction 

In order to establish a baseline vehicle a wide variety of 

vehicle configurations were simulated on the computer. The 

cases can be grouped into three general types; ballistic, fixed 

angle of attack and variable angle of attack. Maximum ranges 

and optimum launch angles were calculated for all the cases and 

the results used to choose a configuration for actual construc- 

tion. 

5 
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4.2  The Ballistic Vehicles 

The simplest case was the ballistic projectile with no 

lifting surfaces.  With a drag coefficient of CD = .03 and 

a launch angle of 45° the range was 644m.  With Cn = .001 

P 

P 
this range increased to 804 m.  Essentially, this is an artillery 

shell with no controls and the simplest structure, due to the 

absence of wings. 

4.3  The Constant Angle of Attack' 

The constant angle of attack configuration was the next 

simplest design with the wing preset at a given angle of attack 

and no active controls.  The improvement in range over the 

ball tic case (with equal C_ ) was 113 m for an aspect ratio 
P 

of ( and 192.4 m for an aspect ratio of 13. The reason for 

this relatively poor performance is the need to maintain stable 
. i» 

flight over a wide velocity range and during the very steep 

climb.  Unless the angle of attack at launch is kept well below 

the angle for optimum L/D the glider will loop.  Besides the 

short range, this configuration has very high landing velocities 

unless provisions are made for a flare at landing. 

SSS*mämtätil&iUM*ii^^ L t ■■ w L iii.^ytf^iiiH.i.ui.i.i i 
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4.4  The Variable Angle of Attack 

Since it is difficult to obtain good range in a vehicle 

designed for a high velocity boost and for gliding, the ob- 

vious step was to separate the two flight conditions and opti- 

mize for each with some simple control system providing the 

transition.  The result was a combination of the previous two 

cases with a ballistic launch and lifting glide*  The wings 

are deployed on launch but are set to provide no lift.  At the 

peak of the trajectory an actuator sets the wings at the angle 

of attack for maximum L/D as determined by the relationship. 

amax L/D "  J 
W
ÄL.

C
D (4.4.1) 

1 CJtalP 

If the air density does not vary significantly this will 

produce the maximum glide distance. The glide distance for 

3 the constant angle of attack is 
CL vi2"V 
D (4.4.2) 

where h is the altitude and v the velocity.    Since p  varies 

less than 5% in all the analyzed trajectories,  this relation- 

ship is good for the cases of interest. 

IMHMHMflgftMl&Z&*mßmHäMW*MMMärmmiM rf *&m&XMUUk i' rfWEft A iVil    ■ i ******* ** * *L'■*.'■%'.ijiiw 
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Tne free parameters for this analysis were taken to be 

■\.t   the launch angle, AR and s, the wing surface area,  y* 

determines the peak height of the trajectory and the cross- 

range during the ballistic flight while the latter two, along 

with the trajectory peak, determine the gliding range. 

The procedure was to find an optimum combination of yi 

and s for every given AR, then to compare the optimums at 

each AR with each other. 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 give maximum ranges vs. wingloading 

for AR * 6 and 13, respectively. Each maximum is achieved at 

a given optimum launch angle which is given in figures 4.3 and 

4.4.  For each AR there is a wingloading that gives maximum 

total crossrange. The peak range is achieved with wingloadings 

on the order of 9.5 to 10 lbs/ft2.  The roll off in range 

after the peak is due to the increase in drag during ballistic 

flight which reduces the trajectory peak and the ballistic 

crossrange. 

Figure 4*5 gives the maximum ranges versus AR for AR rang- 

ing from 6 to 20. The variation with AR is nearly linear* 

Theory predicts that for gliding flight at optimum L/D the 

range should vary as ^ AR. This proves to be the case when 

the ballistic crossrange is subtracted from the total range 

and the increase in peak trajectory height is accounted for. 

*iÜtil&M!äiüü^ J» ■    i' J*j J»J ■ j H H.%MJ»,i ■ i■**i 
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4.6 Conclusions 

Table 4.1 gives a summary of the data for all the cases 

examined. Figure 4.6 shows representative trajectories for 

the ballistic, constant angle of attack and variable angle 

of attack cases. 

The best configuration is the variable angle of attack 

design with as large as aspect ratio as possible. The only 

limit to aspect ratio would be due to structural considerations. 

The wing loading should lie between 9.5 and 10 lbs/ft1 and 

launch angles will be in excess of 70°. Any limits due to 

diminishing returns on AR will only occur for very large AR 

when the AR law begins to reassert itself as Y< reaches a 

limit. A further limit may be that the high angles of attack 

needed for optimum L/D at large AR may be difficult to realise. 

turn >j'jft>j'm'i:%'^>i^i:i>J»i'"itMf#i 'u '■ -H ******** i «>■ m !■». ^ILILIIJIJIJIIUI 
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Table 4.1      Summary of Results 

Case Ti ö a max range 

Deg m2 Deg m 

ballistic (CD = .001) 
P 

ballistic (CD = .03) 

45 0 0 808 

45 0 0 644 
P 

fixed a 

AR = 6 0 .2 8.9 757 

AR  13 0 .3 5 836 

variable a, ballistic launch 

AR = 6 65 .50 8.9 3744 

10 70 .45 10.5 4940 

13 70 .45 11.4 5715 

16 70 .50 12.3 6362 

20 70 .50 13.4 7155 
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APPENDIX:    The Computer Program 

TYPE DLO:TRJ.FOR 
C THIS PROGRAM USES THE RUNGE KUTTA INTEGRATION 
C TECHNIQUE TO SOLVE THE LONGITUDINAL EQUATIONS 
C OF MOTION FOR AN ELECTROMAGNETICALLY LAUNCHED 
C  GLIDER 

REAL L»M>LQVERD 
COMMON/AEROPR/CDPtCLALPH > S t AR tE pA tM rALPHA r AUNDER 

10 FORMAT(40H INPUT CDPrCLALPHA»ARrErM FOR THE GLIDER) 
11 FORMAT(4ÜH CDP IS THE LIFT INDEPENDENT DRAG COEFF. 

1/26H CLALPH IS THE LIFT COEFF. 
2/22H S IS THE SURFACE AREA 
3/28H AR IS THE WING ASPECT RATIO 
4/1VH E IS THE AERO. EFF 
5/14H M IS THE MASS 
6/22H A IS THE FRONTAL AREA) 
TYPE 11 
TYPE 10 
PI=3*14159 

16     FORMAT<5F12.4) 
15     FQRMAT<4Fi2*4) 

READ(SFIU) CDPrCLALPH»AR»ErM 
CLALPH=CLALPH/<1.+CLALPH/<PI*AR)) 

20     F0RMAT(26H INPUT DT IN SECS»Y0»X0»V0) 
TYPE 20 
RCAD(SrlS) DTfYItXIfVX 

151     FORMAT(23H INPUT DEPLOYMENT GAMMA) 
TYPE 151 
READ<5»118) GAMMAD 
60 TO 150 

147     FORMAT(29H INPUT ANGLE OF ATTACK IN DEG) 
150    TYPE 147 

READ(SfllB) ALPHIN 
ALPHIN*ALPHIN*3,14159/180. 
IF(ALPHIN .GE. 0.) GO TO 167 
ALPHIN=SQRT(PI*E*AR*CDP/CLALPH**2.) 
IF(ALPHIN .GT. .2/92) ALPHIN*.2792 

118    F0RMAT<F12.4) 
155    F0RMAT(17H ANGLE OF ATTACK»»F8.3»5H DEG.) 

TYPE 155» ALPHIN*180./PI 
160    F0RMATC6F12.4) 
157    F0RMAT<52H INPUT LIMITS»SI»SF»DELTAS»GAMMAI 

1»6AMMAF»DELTA GAMMA) 
167     TYPE 157 

READ<5»160) SI»SF»DELS»GI»GF»DELG 
GI=PI*GI/180. 
GF*PI*GF/180. 

MBSSfiBiiift w^i ^v.v^-vv.vv JftSWM A*i JSÜÜ/tStM* ■■'■ i ***mi■ Wi» M1J\\ V!■ K \ti ±rmHtf H Pm* H tf+m it 
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DELG=PI*DELG/180. 
S*SI-DELS 

175    S»S+DEL6 
A»S 
GAMI»GI-DELG 
IF(S .GT. SF+DELS/2.) GO TO 1000 

170    F0RMATC15H WING LOADING »»F8.3»8H LBS/FT2) 
TYPE 170»M/S*.ä044 

185     GAMI=GAMI+DELG 
IF<GAMI .GT. GF+DELG/2.) GO TO 175 
X=XI 
Y»YI 
V*VI 
GAM*GAMI 
IA«0 

C  THESE ARE THE RUNGE KUTTA SUBROUTINE CALLS 
C X IS THE HORIZONTAL DISTANCE» Y THE ALTITUDE 
C AND GAM IS GAMMA THE FLIGHT PATH ANGLE 
200    ALPHA-ANGLE(Y ?GAM ?ALPHIN rIA tGAMMAD > 
210    VO»DT*Fl<YfVfGAM> 

GAM0*DT*F2(YFV»GAM> 

X0*DT*F3<Y,VrGAM> 
Y0*DT*F4<Y*VfGAM> 
Vl*DT*Fl(Y4-.5*Y0»V+.5*V0tGAM+.5*GAM0> 
G AM1«DT*F2 < Y+ . 5* YO P V+. 5*V01GAM+ . 5*GAM0 > 
Xl»DT*F3(Y+.5*Y0»V+.5*V0fGAM+.5*GAM0> 
YlHDT*F4m.5*Y0>V-f.5*V0»GAM+.5*GAM0> 
V2»DT*F1(Y+.5*Y1»V+.5*V1»GAM+.5*GAM1> 
GAM2»DT*F2(Y+.5*Y1FV+.5*V1>GAM+.5*GAM1> 

X2«DT*F3<Y+.5*Yl»V+.5*VlrGAM+.5*GAMl> 
Y2*DT*F4m.5*Yl»V+.5*Vl»GAM+.5*GAMl> 
U3«DT*F1< Y+Y2 f V+V21GAM+GAM2 > 
GAM3»DT*F2 < Y+Y21 V-r V21GAM+GAM2) 
X3«DT*F3(Y+Y2»Y+V2»GAM+GAM2) 
Y3*DT*F4(Y+Y2 f U+V2»GAM+GAM2 > 
V»V+l./*.*<y0«r2.*Vt+2.*Y2«rV3> 
GAM-GAM4- X./6.*(GAMO+2•*GAMI+2•»GAM2+GAM3) 
X»X+l./6.*<X0r2.*XH-2.*X2+X3> 
Y»Y+l./6.*<Y0+2.*Yl+2.*Y2-rY3> 
IF(Y .GT. 0.1 .AND. M .GT. 1.) GO TO 200 
LOVERD-WLIFT(Y»UfSfCLALPH»ALPHA)/ 
1DRAGCY»VtCDP>CLALPHfAiALPHA»ARtEfO.) 
TYPE 555»GAMI*180./PI»S»X»L0VERD.VrV*SIN<GAM> 

555    >0RMATU5H GAMMA INITIAL*»F4.0»11H WING AREA 

fis££&a&^^ /.v.vövav:. v.-.i 
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l«fF6«2r3H X=,F6.1F5H L/D=FF6.2F3H V=rF6.1r4H VY=>F6*1) 
GO TO 185 

1000    END 
C  THESE ARE THE RIGHT SIDES OF THE DN/DX« 
t:  FOR N: CGAMfXrY 

FUNCTION Ft(YfVfGAM) 
REAL M 
COMMON/AEROPR/CDP tCLALPH f S r AR fE > A tM rALPHA r AUNDER 
0*9*8 
D=DRAG<Y»VfCDPfCLALPHrAt ALPHAFARFEFAUNDER) 
F1~~D/M-G*SSN<GAM) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F2(YrV,GAM> 
REAL M>L 
COMMON/AEROPR/CDP>CLALPHrS>ARrE*ArMfALPHArAUNDER 
G=?.8 
L-WLIFT(YfVfStCLALPHfALPHA) 
F2»L/H/V-G/V*C08(GAM) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F3<Y,VrGAM> 
F;<*V*COS<GAM) 
RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION F4(Y>VrGAM) 
F4^V*SIN<GAM) 
RETURN 
END 

C  THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE DRAG 
FUNCTION DRAGCYrVrCDPrCLALPHtA»ALPHAPARFErAUNDER) 
RHU»DEN3(Y) 
CD*CDPICL(ALPHA r CLALPH tV>Y)**2/3.14159/E/AR 
DRAG«.5*RH0*U**2♦*A*CD 
RETURN 
END 

C  THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE LIFT 
FUHCT1ÜN yLIFT(YrVpSiCLALPHfALPHA) 
RHO>DENS(Y) 
WLI FT«. S*kHU«V**2. *S*CL < ALPHA»CLALPH t V t Y) 
RETURN 
FNfi 

J^j>j^ 
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FUNCTION DENS(ALT) 
DENS*1♦2*EXP <-ALT/6341♦> 
IF<ALT .LT. .01) DENS«1«2 
RETURN 
END 

C  THIS FUNCTION COMPUTES THE LIFT COEFFICENT 
FUNCTION CL<ALPHArCLALPHtV»Y> 
REAL MACH 
RHO*DENS<Y> 
A=291.102*SQRT<RH0> 
MACH-V/A 
IFCMACH .LT. .98 .AND* MACH .GE. 0.) GO TO 20 
TYPE ISFVFAFMACH 

IS     F0RMAT(3H V»>F12.4,3H A»»F12.4*6H MACH«rF12.4> 
STOP 

20     COEFF-1./SQRT<1.-MACH**2> 
CL«CLALPH*ALPHA*COEFF 
RETURN 
END 

.TYPE DLOtANGOFA.FOR 
FUNCTION ANGLE< Y rGAMtANGIN11AtGAMMAD) 
IFCIA .EQ. 1) GO TO 20 
IFCGAM .LE. GAMMAD*3.14159/180.> GO TO 20 
IA«0 
ANGLE-0. 
RETURN 

20     ANÜLE-ANGIN 
IA-1 
RETURN 
END 

]|£££l|jlLj^^ MiÜ^aäääSiäÄ 
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INITIAL DESIGN  (MARC ZEITLIN) 

I. Introduction 

The purpose of the initial phase of the design process 

was to arrive at a design for a glider that will be launched 

from an electromagnetic launcher. The full scale glider will 

have a gross weight of 22.7 kg.  (50 lb.), and to have the 

same aerodynamic characteristics, the half-scale model will 

have a gross weight of 5.7 kg. (12.5 lb.). The glider should 

be as light as possible to allow a large payload and should 

have the maximum possible range. It should be very strong 

to withstand the launching forces, which will be a 100g 

(980 m/sec.) acceleration to a maximum velocity of 88 m/sec 

(200 m.p'.h.), Knowing that the glider will need to be 

repaired after mishaps, an easily repairable model is also a 

necessity. 

Since this is the first model to be launched by this •- 

method, an emphasis was placed on getting the concept to work, 

however well or poorly, and refining the capabilities in 

later models. In this light, tradeoffs were made in the 

payload and range capabilities to ensure strength, durability, 

I repairability, and simplicity. 

This report is devided into three parts* showing the 

Design Process, the Resultant Glider Design, and the Project 

Status. 

II The Design Process 

The first step in the design process (arbitrarily chosen 

as first) was to determine the aerodynamic characteristics 

of a glider with assumed structural characteristics. The 
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ma; or characteristic examined was the glide ratio, a direct 

determinant of the range, as a function of wing geometry, 

specifically wing loading and wing aspect ratio. A graph of 

this is shown in figure 1. 

The second step was to design a structure to fit the 

aerodynamic characteristics chosen while trying to minimize 

weight, and using a safety factor of two in the strength 

analysis. Many structural possibilities were examined and 

compared to obtain the required simplicity, strength, durability, 

and repairability. 

Since the second step produces a structure different 

from the assumed one in part one, it is seen that steps one 

and two must be iterated through many times to obtain consis- 

tant aerodynamic and structural characteristics. 

The third step involved examining the stability of the 

design. The stability was analyzed using methods found in 

reference 1.  The stability criterion were; stable in both 

short period and phugoid longitudinal occillations, and stable 

in rolling, dutch roll, and spiral lateral occillations. 

To obtain a glider consistant with all the stability 

criteria, steps one and two must be repeated, and then all 

three steps iterated many times to achieve consistant struct- 

ural, aerodynamic, and stability characteristics. 

The results of these iterations, the half-scale model 

glider design, will be presented in the next section. 

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^tmm^k^l^^^^^; 
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III. The Resultant Design 

A) Overviewi 

A sketch of the half-scale model glider is shown in /.* 

figure two, and the physical characteristics are given in 

Appendix A. This model is a high-mid-wing,,pod and twin-boom, 

twin rudder configuration. This is a very modular design 

and allows for easy construction and repair, as the model 

seperates easily into three main sections» wing, fuselage pod, 

and tail and booms. 

The large, high aspect ratio wings provide a respectable 

glide ratio of 20 when coupled with the low drag of the . 

streamlined fuselage and tail. The model has a payload of 

over 50£ of gross weight. The strength of the craft has not 

been jeopardized by obtaining these performance figures, 

and it is projected that better performance will be obtained 

in later models. 

B) Structures 

The wing is a styrafoam core covered with two layers 

of epoxy impregnated graphite cloth. This imparts a very 

high strength- high stiffness quality to the wing while 

retaining very low weight. Since the limiting factor for the 

j|£j^oCj££^^^^^££^^^ 
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wing skin was the torsional stiffness, graphite was chosen 

over either fiberglass or Kevlar, for its stiffness-to-weight 

ratio. 

The fuselage pod is a standard spruce stringer plywood 

bulkhead and skin construction. This was chosen for ease of 

construction and repair. The control system mounts in the 

front of the pod while the payload sits beneath the wing. 

The wing and booms screw into the two rear bulkheads. 

The booms are thin wall aluminum tubing, chosen for 

availability and price, along with ease of construction and 

repair. The stiffness of the booms is important, and the 

aluminum provides this while still being lightweight. 

The tail is balsa sheet, chosen for lightness. 

C) Controlsi 

The stability analysis has indicated that a two control 

surface system, consisting of elevator and rudder, is sufficient, 

and that is what is provided for in the half-scale model. 

The control surfaces are to be actuated by a standard model 

airplane radio control system manufactured by Kraft and 

consisting of a transmitter, receiver, battery pack, and 

two servos. All but the transmitter (human operated) are 

^<^^^^>^ai<Oa^0<»:^^O^A : /v:v: /.v .^. /.v . . .- •. --,   - •.,••■•.•.-,■• ^v> 
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carried in the glider. 

The trajectory analysis, carried out in Michael Paluczek's 

report, shows a trajectory consisting of a ballistic launch 

followed by a controlled glide at a constant glide speed. 

The glider will be trimmed (using the control system) for 

zero lift for the ballistic portion of the flight, and at the 

apex of the trajectory, when the vehicle has slowed to 

gliding speed, the controls will trim the aircraft for maximum 

glide ratio flight. 

The human operator is included in the first model design 

to cope with any unforseen control problems. 

D) Stability! 

The glider as shown is stable in all occillatory modes 

mentioned at both launch velocity and glide velocity, along 

with all the velocities in between. The glider has natural 

frequencies and time constants for all occillations that 

quickly return the glider to normal gliding flight. 

The stability derivatives and occillation nodes are 

given in Appendix B. 

IV. Project Status (6/3/60) 

At this point in the project, parts and assembly 
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crav.ings have been drawn for each part. All parts have been 

procured except the styrafoam, graphite, and epoxy. The 

foam will be bought from Sterling Ind. in Waltham, the graphite 

cloth from Fiberite, and the epoxy from the Magnet Labs. 

Two gliders are under construction, and two sets of 

tail surfaces are completed. Two sets of tail booms are 75£ 

complete, and two fuselage pods are 50J& complete. After I 

return from vacation in August, approximately two weeks will 

be necessary to completely finish both gliders. Projected 

first flight will be during the last week of August, with an 

electromagnetic launch occurring sometime in September. 

^^^^^,^^.v;^;->:.    .•.v.v>.v;w-.■•:•■•■-.■■-■• ■■•■•■■    ..,.•■•■ ... .... 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 

Top View 

o 1^. zr JL Side View 
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Appendix A 

Gros.. Weight 

Empty Weight 

Wing Loading 

Wing Area 

Aspect Ratio 

Span 

Chord 

Thickness/Chord 

Airfoil 

Length 

Fuselage Diameter 

Vertical Tail Area 

Horizontal Tail Area 

Dihedral Angle 

5.7 kg. 

~2.8 kg. 

2^0 newtons/meter 

0.232 meter 

10 

1.52 meters 

0.15 meters 

0.18 

NACA 653-W8 

1.1 meters 

0.125 meters 

2 
320 cm. 

250 cm.2 

10£ degrees 
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Appendix B 

Stability Derivatives: 

Longit udinal: 

c  = I 0.384 

1 
-5.^8 

•   . ■     C1 . 5.48 

-1.64 

1          c*„: -0.04 

V -0.0035 

c%' 
0 

V -3.942 
V -20.75 

-0.788 

c. • -4.15 

a      =  5.24 

Lateralt 

Ch      =   0.12 + 0.0075 01 

Cy     = -0.2715 

C1      =   -0.1288 - 0.03 C. 

C = 0 

C, ■ -0.375 
P 

cn = 0.0136 - 0.1 c3 

Cv = 0.2853 

c, = 0.0136 + 0.275 C- 
r ■ 

c = -0.1574 - 0.01 c* 
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§ 25 m/sec      @ 100 m/sec 

Short Mode: 

Period: 0.665 sec 0.166 sec 

Halving Time: 0.18 sec 0.045 sec 

Cycles to Halve:0.271 cycles    0.271 cycles 

Phugoid Mode: 

Period: . 11.4 sec 

Halving Time: 55.3 sec 

Cycles to Halve: 4.85 cycles 

Spiral Mode: 

Halving Time    116.4 sec    0 sec 

i     ■  • * 

Rollihg Model« 

Halving Time:   0.092 sec     0.026 sec 

Dutch Roll Mode: 

Period: 1.04 sec 0.293 sec 

Halving Time: 2.286 sec 0.239 sec 

Cycles to Halve: 2.2 cycles 0.8 cycles 

aaaaasaaa&Baaasaaa*sg& ^v*A&£ia •-'& ■*^  -•••••*  *** ******* ■   ****** 
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PULSED COIL  DYNAMICS 

There is a category of accelerators based on the use of a line 

of adjacent, coaxial pulsed drive coils, each drive coil being supplied 

with a current pulse synchronized With the passing bucket. In the case 

of mass drivers, the bucket coils carry a persistent superconducting 

current, and the drive coils are energized by SCR switches triggered on 

the basis of position sensors. Acceleration in this case is limited by 

the current or energy handling capability of available SCRs. It is 

possible to achieve higher performance however by switching the pulsed 

current by means of a spark or arc triggered by the vehicle itself. 

Such arc-commutated synchronous impulse accelerators can operate with 

energized bucket coils (superconducting or brush-fed), or bucket coils 

which are simply short-circuited and are energized by induction, like a 

brass washer being repelled by a pulsed field coil. The melting limit 

in such accelerators is very high, and performance is limited in practice 

by failure of the pulsed drive coils. 

Massive helical and spiral pulsed field coils, such as are used for 

metal forming and solid state research, have been studied on a number of 

occasions, but the kind of thin coils which must be used in synchronous 

accelerators, i.e., coils whose build is small compared to their diameter, 

have never been studied. The performance limit of such coils is completely 

unknown, and there exists no data base suggesting how their performance 

limit can be maximized. For example, is it better to surround a drive 

coil with lead or with pre-stressed glass dr boron filaments? 

Considered statically, a thin coil is subjected simply to radial 

expansion forces (hoop stress). If it has any appreciable length, it is 

also subjected to axial compression which may be the dominant failure mode. 

A coil will tend to become spherical, just as if it were containing a 

compressed gas between imaginary end plates. Static stress analysis is 

applicable in the slow pulse regime, say in the range of one to tens of 

milliseconds. Containment in this range is most easily accomplished by 

using a pre-stressed hoop or reinforced conductor, or both. 

ffrKSi^MVY-^i^ • •-f • y ■•• - T fi  
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Under faster pulse conditions, say from several microseconds to a 

millisecond, stress containment is predominantly dynamic. In addition, 

the situation is complicated by other effects. Current and magnetic field 

no longer penetrate the entire conductor, being limited by skin depth 

effects. Percussive forces overcome the friction which keeps steady state 

coils from simply unwinding. In the absence of friction the turns of a 

coil no longer behave independently but act mechanically in series, each 

turn adding its force to that of the preceding turn like members of a 

tug-of-war team pulling on a single rope. Cumulative forces are now 

applied to the insulation between layers. In addition, inductive effects 

make high voltages appear between coil layers and at terminal connections. 

Coil wires are also subjected to image forces generated by eddy currents 

induced in nearby metal structures, including the bucket being accelerated. 

The situation is too complicated for failure modes to be predicted, and 

it is therefore necessary to develop an understanding of the problems by 

a combined program of experimentation and analysis. 

For this purpose we have 

constructed a test jig shown 

at right, in which thin pulsed 

coils can be tested to failure, 

either without proximity of 

metal, or near an aluminum 

reaction plate which simu- 

lates axial repulsive forces 

due to a neighboring drive 

coil or due to the bucket 

coil being accelerated. 

The jig is contained in 

a plywood strongbox. Defor- 

mation was measured by 

unwinding the coil wire and 

noting its change in length, 

but provisions have been 

made for strain gages. 
Fig. 17.  Coil testing Jig 

ffi1ftttiffiA&*>fcfctf^ '' ■' ■' * 
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Tests were done with copper wire, aluminum wire, and a readily 

available reinforced copper wire in the form of niobium-titanium super- 

conductor made of niobium-titanium filaments having very high tensile 

strength embedded in about three time their cross section of copper matrix. 

Energy was obtained from modules of the electrolytic capacitor bank. 

Pulse durations thus far have been in the range where coil failure is 

either thermal, or governed by purely static considerations. The fast 

capacitor bank will eventually be used to operate in the range where 

containment is dynamic. In the dynamic range an impulse, the time-integral 

of a force which is proportional to current squared, is delivered to the 

conductor in a time too short for any motion to occur. After the impulse, 

the conductor is left with momentum locally equal to the force integral, 

which is equivalent to a kinetic energy distribution. This kinetic 

energy is then dissipated against restoring forces either within the 

elastic limit, or else under plastic flow conditions if the elastic limit 

is exceeded. It is in this range that local mass concentrations coupled 

to the conductor may be more effective for force containment than high- 

strength reinforcement. 

The coil dynamics project was conducted by Osa Fitch as an experimental 

project for academic credit, with supervision by w. Markey and A. Shaw. 

Several other undergraduate students also participated in the work, notably 

Ken McKinney, who assisted with computer programming. More details of this 

study are contained in Osa Fitch's report, which is attached as Appendix A. 
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THE MOMENTUM TRANSFORMER 

BASIC PRINCIPLE 

Conventional kinetic energy pene- 

trators are typically 35 nm caliber 

tungsten darts which are accelerated in 

a 105 nm barrel by means of a sabot which 

breaks away when leaving the muzzle. 

The kinetic energy of the sabot is lost. 

It is possible in principle to 

transfer some of the sabot's energy to 

the penetrator, transferring momentum 

from a massive, slowly moving assembly 

to a lighter, faster moving part of it. 

The penetrator could thus be made to 

emerge at a significantly higher velocity 

than can be achieved in a chemical gun. 

The process is based on the prin- 

ciple of the flux concentrator, a de- 

vice developed at NIT in 1960 and used 

to achieve strong pulsed fields for 

research and for metal forming applica- $ 

tions. when a funnelled metal cylinder 

with a radial slot is surrounded by a 

pulsed field coil as shown in Pig. 19? 

eddy currents induced in the metal as 

indicated cause all the magnetic flux 

which would have filled the entire coil 

to be compressed into the interior of 

the funnelled cylinder. Flux is thus 

compressed by a ratio approaching the 

cross section area ratio of the funnel. 

SA&OT 

Fig.   18.    Conventional sabot 
and armor penetrator. 

-co\t- 

SfcBy GMRtOJT 

Fig. 19. The flux concentrator 

Fig. dO. The momentum transformer. 

By accelerating a sabot shaped like the flux concentrator into a magnetic 

field it is possible to eject the penetrator by means of the compressed flux 

at the expense of kinetic energy of the sabot. 

istMStiM^ifc^UwJwwwM v;v»; A&Mw$ üitiMjiiMtfüttrf- A liiert -»vi>v3 y jV'j- 'f>■: ■:■ 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 

Apparatus has been constructed for exploring this effect by using 

compressed gas to inject a flux concentrating sabot containing a projec- 

tile into a magnetic field located at the end of a 3 meter barrel. A 

caliber of one inch proved expedient because it results in the maximum 

velocity obtainable with commercially available solenoid valves. A 

photograph of the installation is shown in Fig. 20, and an elevation 

drawing in Fig. 21 on the following page. 

Fig. 21 Pneumatic in- 
jector for momentum 
transformer experi- 
ment; also shown 
is bench model of 
he)ieel accelera- 
tor and two modules 
of 6 kV, fast capa- 
citor bank, under 
bench. 

A ballot tank, contained in plywood box, is pressurised to a 
of 1,500 pel from a compressed gas tank. The projectile is placed into the 
breech block, which is then sealed with a pipe plug. The breech is pressur- 
ised by means of a solenoid valve. Volume of the ballast tank is 3.3 times 
the barrel volume. Aluminum sabots of 55 gm mass can be accelerated to 
about 280 m/s if helium is used as propellent gas. 

The coil for generating the magnetic field, comprising 200 turns, is 

wound around a copper mussle extension secured to the test bench« as shown 

in Fig. 21. The total length of the apparatus is 12 feet. 

Two single-flash strobes are used to make a Polaroid photograph of 

the sabot and projectile emerging from the mussle« and the event is also 
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recorded electrically with the Nicolet digital oscilloscope. Added 

information is obtained by recovering the sabot and projectile intact 

from a target box filled with polyurethane foam and sand. 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

A number of difficulties have been encountered, and results are still 

ambiguous. The projectile usually separates from the sabot, but this could 

be due to deceleration of the sabot without any significant acceleration 

of the projectile. The basic problem is the fact that electromagnetic 

flight cannot be scaled in the manner of aerodynamic flight, where perfor- 

mance can be explored by simple wind tunnel experiments. 

The scaling problem is related to the fact that the skin depth, or 

the depth at which a penetrating magnetic field is attenuated to 1/e, is 

inversely proportional to the square root of effective frequency« ox to 

the square root of the rise time or duration of a pulse. Skin depth is 

also proportional to the square root of resistivity. 

The full eise system we are modelling has a caliber of 105 mm (4 inches) 

and operates at a velocity of say 1100 m/s. Our model is one quarter scale 

(1 i~-i% caliber)« and operates at one quarter velocity (280 m/s). The 

efle/ live pulse duration, or the time required for the sabot to pass through 

the muzzle coil, ia therefore the same in our model as in the full sise 

system« which means that the skin depth is also the same« i.e.« four times 

the scaled eise. To reduce the skin depth to proper sise, one would have 

to increase the velocity or the conductivity by a factor of sixteen. 

The fact that skin depth is four times proper sise makes the intire 

process mushy. Magnetic flux is pushed into the copper mussle tube as 

the sabot enters, and magnetic pressure between the i»abot and the projec- 

tile is decreased because flux penetrates into both. 

The copper mussle pipe needs to be four times thicker than ia the 

full sise device, and this prevents the pulsed field from penetrating to 

the interior. Me attempted to generate a quasi-continuous mussle field 

by using six lead-acid batteries, but this field was too weak to cause 

even separation of the projectile. One test was made by moving the 

pneumatic injector to a 190 kilogauss continuous Bitter solenoid magnet, 

but the extended field generates enough drag to deoelerate both the sabot 

S£aA£&£&&iMii^^ * '»■• »'»■'» ■ ■-^■m *■■ 
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and the projectile, masking whatever momentum transfer might have taken 

place between them. 

It was also noted in the one test with the Bitter solenoid that the 

sabot is deflected violently in the direction opposite the slot, with 

enough force to mash it against the copper barrel so as to cause visible 

friction wear opposite the slot. 

It may be necessary to evolve a more sophisticated design, such as 

for example a second flux concentrator surrounding the barrel, energized 

with a considerably faster pulse from our fast bank. Cooling the sabot 

and projectile to liquid nitrogen temperature would also help, but only by 

decreasing the skin depth by a factor of about \6 « 2.45. 

If all else fails, the experiment will have to be done at full 

scale and full velocity, using* an explosive gun rather than the pneuma- 

tic injector. 
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MASS DRIVER TWO CRYOGENIC SYSTEM 

Mass Driver Two is a four inch caliber, synchronous acoalarator 

with SCR-switched copper drive coils and a superconducting bucket, 

operating in an evacuated tube. Design acceleration is 500 gee. The 

drive coil structure and associated power supply is being built at 

Princeton University by a group headed by Prof. G.K.O'Neill and Willies* 

Snow. The superconducting bucket and associated cooling station is 

being designed and built by the MIT group, both operations being 

supported by a NASA grant administered by Lewis Research Center. 

The driver was to be housed in standard pyrex flanged piping 

sourrounded by the drive coils, but it proved inpossible to prevent 

the pyrex from shattering due to dynamic deflection of the structure 

supporting the drive coils. The 2.S aster accelerating-decelerating 

section was rebuilt using a vacuum grade of lexan plastic. Zt also 

proved impossible to contact-cool and induction-charge the bucket 

coils in a pyrex tube without radiation shielding, and therefore the 

cooling station was re-designed to operate in a stainless steel tunnel 

surrounded by liquid helium. The tunnel tube contains a aet of copper 

contact blocks against which the bucket ia forced by a aet of cams, 

and the tube is surrounded by two superconducting coils which serve to 

induce a persistent current into the bucket coils. The procedure is 

to energise the induction coils, cool the bucket to below its transition 

temperature, and then de-energise the induction coils, leaving the bucket 

coils with the persistent current required to maintain the induced flux. 

The two bucket coils are imbedded in woods-metal, the material 

which has the highest specific heat at helium temperature except for 

helium itself and water ice. There is enough thermal inertia to keep 

the bucket coils superconducting as they are ejected from the cooling 

station by a set of two pulsed copper ejection coils along teflon guides. 

retailed design calculations have been reported in earlier NASA 

progress reports. Drawings and photographs of the re-designed station 

appear on the following pages. 
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superconducting 

induction coils 

heat transfer shoes N 

copper braid pads 

tunnel tube -; 
/ 

pi 1 low 
blocks 

cam actuating tube 

heat transfer shoes 

pressure cams 

Fig. 23 Hass Driver Two bucket in cooling station tunnel tube; 
the tunnel tube is surrounded by liquid helium 

The tunnel tube and associated parts ware constructed first. The 

tube was welded shut at one end, and provided with a flanged top at the 

other end in order to permit operational testing before construction of 

the remainder of the dewar. The tunnel tube is shown in the photograph 

of Fig. 25 prior to immersion in an available helium dewar for testing. 

Longitudinal and cross section views are shown in Pig. 23, and Pig. 24 

shows the bucket in front of a section of runnel tube with the copper 

heat transfer shoes visible.  Fig. 26 is a simplified sectional assembly 

view of the entire dewar. 

With the radiation heating eliminated, the bucket can be cooled 

down rapidly to about 13#K, the cool-down rate depending crucially on 

contact pressure applied by the cams. Introduction of helium transfer 

gas increased the cool-down rate tremendously. Cool-down from 25MC 

following a quench to 4.2°K required about one minute, with transfer gas. 
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Fig. 2k   Mass Driver Two bucket in 
front of section of tunnel tube, 
showing heat transfer shoes with 
copper braid pads 

Fig. 25* Tunnel tube» with ends closed 
for testing in helium dewar in 
Bitter magnet.  Only a short 
center section of the tunnel tube 
will be used in the final dewar 
vessel 
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Fig. 26 
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RESULTS OF TEST IN BITTER SOLENOID MAGNET 

The tunnel tube was immersed in liquid helium using an available 

dewar, and placed inside the bore of a ten inch caliber Bitter solenoid 

magnet. Ten resistance thermometers were used to monitor heat flow, and 

pick-up coils served to observe the persistent superconducting current 

in the bucket. The results are summarized as follows: 

THERMAL BEHAVIOR 

With a thermal vacuum in the tunnel tube, contact cooling resulted 

in a bucket temperature of 13°K in several minutes, but at that 

temperature the contact transfer just balanced radiation input from 

the top flange, which was at room temperature. No further cool-down 

could be achieved. The minimum temperature varied with the force 

applied to the contact pressure cams, confirming that it was the 

contact transfer which limited cool-down. The contact pressure 

was limited in essence by deformation of the 0.064 wall tunnel tube. 

The pressure mechanism is being re-designed to achieve greater total 

contact force distributed over a larger area. Heat transfer is known 

to be proportional to total force. 

With several millimeters of helium gas in the transfer tube, cool- 

down to 4.2*K took place within seconds. The time required to cool 

the bucket from 25°K (following a quench) to 4.2*K , with transfer 

gas, was about one minute. 

ELECTRICAL BEHAVIOR 

Stable operation was achieved to a background field in the Eitter 

Solenoid of 14 kilogauss, i.e., the bucket did not quench to that 

field intensity, and the persistent current which remained after the 

solenoid magnet was turned off showed no measurable decay in a 

period of ten minutes. The bucket was found to quench at 18.1 kG, 

which provides ample safety margin. 
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The current density corresponding to a persistent current capable 

of sustaining a central field of 14 kilogauss is: 
2 

31.7 kA/cm , referred to the entire bucket coil structure, 
2 

45.3 kA/cm , referred to the superconducting cable with copper, 
2 

136  kA/cm  referred to the superconducting filaments of NbTi. 

2 
The design value of current density is 25 kA/cm referred to the cable. 

The bucket is thus able to carry nearly twice the design current 

density, which implies that it will achieve twice the anticipated 

acceleration. However, in actual operation the bucket coils will 

be subjected to a certain amount of transient background field as 

the bucket enters the first drive coil, although most of this 

transient will be shielded by the massive copper ring which 

surrounds each bucket coil. Some degradation of critical current 

must be expected. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Electrical operation of the bucket exceeds design expectations by 

a factor of two in terms of stable current density in the absence of 

background field transients, even with the first bucket built1 

The contact cooling system is able to transfer only one watt across 

the coppe-to-copper surfaces, which is in approximate agreement with heat 

transfer rates reported in the literature at the total force achieved. 

However, it is known that heat transfer rates are better by a 

factur of twenty if the surfaces are gold-to-gold, due to quantum- 

mechanical effects involving phonon transfer matching conditions at the 

metal-to-metal interface without the interposition of an oxide. Detailed 

results are reported in Guy JC. White, "Experimental Technique* in Low 

Temperature Physics", Oxford Vnivrmity Press 1979, peg* 149.    evidently 

the field of contact heat transfer has received considerable attention 

recently. 

A twenty-fold increase in heat transfer rate will eliminate the 

need for using a transfer gas. Zt therefore seems that after gold-plating 

the heat transfer contact, construction of the remainder of the cooling 

station can proceed without further problems or delay. 
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EARTH-BASED SPACE LAUNCHERS 

RATIONALE FOR CATAPULTS 

The typical payload ratio of present launch vehicles is 137 (the 

European Ariadne); i.e., 136 pounds of fuel and expensive engines accom- 

pany each pound of payload. Launch velocities range from about 7 km/s 

for low orbit, to 11 km/s for earth escape, and chemical guns are unable 

to achieve these, although attempts made in the sixties by welding two 

naval gun barrels together came close. 

Electromagnetic catapults are able in principle to achieve required 

launch velocities, certainly for first stage purposes, and have been written 

about by science fiction authors for several decades. They have never been 

taken seriously, however, because it was assumed that launch vehicles would 

have to be unrealistically large to survive passage through the atmosphere 

at a reasonable loss of ablation mass and energy. 

The first serious study of ablation and energy losses, to our knowledge, 

was made during the 1977 NASA-AMES Summer Study on Space Industrialization 

by Chul Park and Stuart Bowen. Their work has only recently been completed 

(December 1979), and is to appear in Journal of Energy,  uner the title: 

Ablation and Deceleration of Mass Driver Launched Projectiles for Space 

Disposal of Nuclear Wastes.    Preprints are available from Dr.Chul Park, 

Nasa-Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94035. 

From the formulation of Park and Bowen we have derived the beta 

factor for launch to escape velocity (11.2 km/s), plotted in Fig. 27, and 

used this curve to calculate the launch energy as a function of vehicle 

mass for vehicles of radius 3cm, 5cm, 10cm and 15cm, plotted in Fig. 28 to 

31 respectively. Each curve shows a distinct minimum mass, below which 

the launch energy increases drastically. For a vehcle radius of 3 cm, 

the minimum mass is only 25 kg! 

These losses seem surprisingly low, considering the well publicized 

difficulty in entering the atmosphere from above. There are two direct 
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reasons for the low losses. Traversing the atmosphere vertically at escape 

velocity results in a two-second flight, as compared to the many minutes 

required for atmospheric braking at a deceleration level survivable by 

astronauts. A second, less obvious advantage derives from the fact that 

ablation products (carbon vapor) are sufficiently opaque at high atmospheric 

pressure to shield the nose cone from heat generated at the shock front 

and transferred mainly by radiation. 

It is thus clearly possible to launch vehicles of reasonable size 

electromagnetically, at payload ratios approaching unity, and at a cost 

approaching the cost of the launch energy, which is only 65 cents/pound, 

excluding amortization of equipment. 

THE TELEPHONE POLE LAUNCHER 

For the purose of exploring earth-based launchers, we consider 

a reasonable reference design. We select a vehicle having the shape and 

size of a telephone pole and a mass of 1,000 kg, a useful cargo package 

which is large enough to make energy losses acceptable, and small enough 

to keep energy storage requirements low. We select a launcher length 

equal to the deepest well holes customarily drilled in order to permit 

a near-vertical trajectory.  The design parameters are as follows: 

Vehicle: telephone pole shaped, mass 1,000 kg 

launch velocity:      12.3 km/s 

velocity at top of 
atmosphere: 11 km/s, earth escape velocity 

kinetic energy 9 

at launch 76 x 10 joule 

ablation loss, 
carbon shield        3 percent of mass 

energy loss 20 percent 

acceleration 1.000 qee (10,000 m/s ) 

launcher length:      7.8 km 

launch duratin,.       1.26 second 
6 

average power        60 x 10 kilowatts 
6 6 

average force   9.8 x 10 newton ■ 2.2 x 10 pound-force 

charging time, from 
1,000 MM power plant   1.5 minute 
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The cost of the required nass driver, in terms of copper, steel 

and concrete is only of the order of 22 M$. However, the capacitors 

for storing 76 Gigajoules of energy would cost about 11 B$. 

It is somewhat less discouraging to consider the energy requirement 

in terms of power: the proposed launch would require storing the output 

of a 1,000 MW power plant for 1.5 minutes, and releasing it in 1.5 seconds, 

a 60-fold power compression. 

Reducing the acceleration would result in a longer launcher which, 

up to several more miles, would have to be installed on a mounts side 

at a launch angle of perhaps 45 degrees. This is not out of the question, 

since the increased atmospheric loss might be offset by the reduced cost 

of storage. With a sufficiently small vehicle and a sufficiently long 

launcher it might even be possible to operate at a level of power which 

can be derived from an existing power plant, or several connected plants, 

perhaps during off-peak hours, without the need for any storage system. 

Another alternative approach might be to use electromagnetic 

launching only to replace the first stage vehicle, representing a 

launch velocity of only about half the escape velocity assumed above, 

or a launch energy of 25 percent. 

Another alternative worth considering is the use of inductiv* 

energy storage in superconducting coils, a method which has been con- 

sidered for a variety of applications, including even the peak-shaving of 

electric power demand. 

Inductive energy storage is very expedient for electromagnetic 

launching purposes because an inductor represents a constant current 

source. 
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THE SZLF-ENER6IZED SUPERCONDUCTING MASS DRIVER 

A very attractive possibility is that of using the drive coil structure 

of a nass driver for inductive energy storage. Peter Graneau of our group 

has studied this possibility in detail, and his analysis is contained as 

Appendix 2. We summarize the results on the following page, in Pig. 32, 

which gives the design parameters of this reference design. The bottom 

line is that a 35 cm caliber mass driver, 1 km long with superconducting 

drive coils can store enough energy inductively (at a very conservative 

current density) to accelerate a 20 kg bucket to 10.5 km/s. 

This mass driver would be a pull-only device, operated by pre-charging 

all drive coils and then breaking the circuit of each coil at the instant 

the bucket reaches the plane of symmetry. Zt is interesting to note that 

the drive coil current can be made to have an arbitrarily low value at the 

instant the circuit is broken by suitable choice of the bucket coil 

parameters, because flux conservation will tend to cause current sharing 

between drive coil and bucket coil.  Clearly the remaining energy would 

have to be dissipated in external resistors rather than in the cryostat 

system, by quenching. Very challenging engineering problems remain to 

be solved, but the project clearly merits serious study. The carrot 

ahead of us is the possibility of launching cargo into space at a cost of 

65 cents/pound. Even if an electromagnetic catapult were to replace only 

the first stage of a space launch, it would still represent more that» a 

ten-fold savings in energy and cost! 
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Fig, 32 

SELF-ENERGIZED 
SUPERCONDUCTING 

ACCELERATOR 

CALIBER:  35 CM 

LENGTH:   1 KM 

DRIVE COILS: 20,000, EACH: 

5x5 CM CROSS SECTION 
2500 TURNS, 100 AMPS 
10 KA/CM2 OVERALL 

CURRENT DENSITY 

BUCKET: 

10 IDENTICAL COILS 
LENGTH: 50 CM 
MASS: 20 KG 

STORED ENERGY: 1.375 x 10^ JOULE 

EFFICIENCY: 80Z 

ACCELERATION: 5,000 GEE AVERAGE 

FORCE: 100,000 KG-F 

VELOCITY: 10,5 KM/S 
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APPENDIX      A 

THE DYNAMIC DEFORMATION OF  PULSED CURRENT COILS 

The fynanic Defamation of Pulsed Current Coils 

Author:   Osa Z. Fitch 

Project Advisor:   Dr.    Henry Sola 

Subject:   16.62, äcpexiraental ?rojüCt3 

Instructors:   professor &    .-*•   Harkey 

Mr.    A»   xu    Slav; 

Date:   May lk9 I°o0 

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics 

Massachusetts Institute of Technolog)* 

Cambridge, Massachusetts   0213° 
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i*i3 ii"*ic:.uc jcfonoation of pulled Current Coils 

2. 

Abstract 

Tlun coils nade iron aluxdiiun and copper v.lre rore pulsed l.ioh lar^e 

amplitude currents, and the resulting plastic strains were ncasurori.    xijo 

theories »..ere teeled c.0 in:,*   '.he oxpcrinental results, and it *r.s found tiiat 

one of the theories, the impulse i.iodel of coil deformation, predicted incor- 

rect strain values, i.vdlc tiie other theory, the stcady-s^nte-to yielding -sodel 

of co."J. cV. foiuation, pre<iicted correct, but inaccurate values for the strri'u 

Tiie steady-state thecry vas found to bo hijjiily dependent on the yield rüress 

of the Materialj wdcii could not be .»easur- d accurately«    In the courc? of 

the (.::peia .ent tnree other nodes of coil failure i;cre observed tnat v.cu« now 

dipcrtdant on the coil's doforation:   liaicin^ of the insulation ou the v.ind.'.n^:s, 

arc 'MZ between the \audin^s, and blowing of tae coil leads a;.ay. 

"^1!"^*^"^^P**F^^^^^F^H. -    ■■   -■   J'J'JFl'I'I'I^H 
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I« Introduction 

!• The need for understanding the dynamic behavior of thin coils. 

Txdü project was conducted with the iilcctro-ma~nctic Accelerator wroup 

at the National Magnet Lab« Its purpose was to ~ain a theoretical understanding 

of the deformation of tliin coils when pulsed with lar0e currents« In tliis 

purpose I have been successful« 

Tliin coils (i«e« coils whose diarveters are much greater than their winding 

thicknesses) wexe under test in this experiment because the/ are the most suitable 

for use in electro-iaoyietic accelerators« In order to optii.dze the design of 

these accelerators, the factors which contribute to coil failure and the relation- 

ships between then must be determined. To do this, a theory which adequately 

predicts the dynai.de deformation of the coil in question is necessary. The coils 

in the accelerator are then optimized by designing then such that at th. maximum 

acceleration of the accelerator, the coils are stressed just beloj failure« 

B« Tho origin of forces operatinc ou tliin oils 

The forces operatinc on thin coils a re a consequence of the fact that 

current flowing i" the windings of a coil creates a />*jnetic f.eld. i.iis 

then acts on the current ..iiich originally created it, prooucin^ a xorce tendon, 

to nai:u the coil ixpand radially (i.e. such tlir.t the jianetcr of the coil 

increas.s)« (See fijure 1). This force is opposed at least partially by 

the hi»op-stit»ss in t».e coil, or by tae ncrtia of the coal .-.s it is accel- 

erated radially« A second fori of dfafoiaat on Uich aiVccts lon_, solcnoidal 

type coils is tue buckling of Uxe  coll windln ;s, mJ their s bs&meut collapse 

axially tmmrd the center cf uhe coil, rids is caused by <ae ;ia.nct c \L- 
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traction between the coil windings (see ilijure 2), In ^.eneral this form 

of coil failure doesn't occur unless enoujh radial deformation is also pres- 

ent to give the windings room to collapse« 

Three other types of coil failure were also observed in the course of 

these experiments; Arcing between the coil windings; baking of the winding- 

insulation; and failure of the co 1 leads at their attachment points* In 

none of these cases wes it nccessaxy for the coil to deform sicnifijantly 

for the co 1 to fail« 

Om   Overview of the theory used in the prediction of the mechanical behavior 

of coils stressed to yielding and failure 

for the theoretical prediction of coil behavior I assumed that the 

material of the coil "..ladings behaved in a linear-elastic/ purely-plastic 

manner as illustrated in Figure 3. «ihile none of the windinc materials used 

in this experiment deform in exactly this fashion, it is a jjood first approx- 

imation to their behavior. 

Using this model, iwo theories of dynamic coil deformation were tested 

against experiment, Che first model tested wa., the i.r.ulso model, in which 

it was assumed that *he lenwtii of the currunt pulse sea-- throujh the coil 

Las inch shorter tlian the time needed for tnc co 1 to »cat-wad to u**c ouise. 

because the coJJ. would aot *.avc sufficient -imc to expand ,*id tne*cly on- 

erate the hoop-ctrcssis needed vo oppose the radial «la.actic iorc, the cu.l 

would be accelerated radially« D&is u ulci place !:inctic amvj/  into .*«? 

winding of the oo .1 wuich would then have to oo stortü clastically or dis- 

sipated lasticaliy. the result is what the coil suffers so.*e final »last^c 
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deformation, widen could then be measured empirically« 

The second iiodel tested was the steady-state-to-y ^elding model, in which 

it was assumed that the length of the current pulse sent through the coil 

was ;.uch loiter than the time needed for the coil to respond to the pulse. 

The coil .;ould expand slowly (compared with v/hat iw was capable of doin^) 

and oppose the outward-radial /aapietic force wit.; the hoop-stress in the 

coil windiajs.    this stri.c of equilibrium would continue until the hoop-stress 

readied the yield stress oi the material.   It this point the difference be- 

tween one outward-rauial magnetic force and the opposing hoop-sti'ess force 

would accelerate the coJL.    When the outward-radial magnetic force fell below 

the value of the o^posirv hoo^-stross force, tlie difference would decelerate 

the coll until it ca;.ie to rest. This acceleration from rast followed by de- 

celeration a,„ain to rest occurs in one plastic strain re^.-m.   It leads to 

some final plastic ocxormation of *ha coil, wnich is what wns insured in 

the experiment. 

Jflnally, for all of tae tests with lon^, solenoidal co tls, I approximated 

the magnetic field inside as bo In;, the same as that for tu infinite solenoid. 

For the tests w..th short co .is, I a.jproxi.-iated the magnetic field at ohe 

center as Lein^ the same as that for a single-loop coil, wit;* an appropriate 

currtnt flowing in it«    Che cu:-iv.it for tie sinJ.c-loo;> approximation   AS 

taken as tiie nui>er of turns wi!;inj UJ Uie snort coil Limes tne current  .n 

the jhort oo'd.   The ,-^^ncwj.e field near the windings of one suor* coil ;.*s 

takea »c twlse UA.it. at one center of the coil. 

nm m 
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1).    The lindtat ions of tai;. study 

Uue to the lack of tine, I uas not able to do any tests with coils that 

had been ^eternally reiiuorced and I uas able to do very few tests with coils 

vhosi« windings had been potted in epoxy.   The experiments were performed 

;;Xlnarily usais totally unreinforced coils nade fron 0.10 inch round alu-lnum 

vjire, 0.10 Inch square copper v:ire, and 0.025 inch round copper wire.    In 

audition, t„o tests i^erc done usui£ 0.025 inch round copper/ niobiu, v-titaniu..i 

co.-iposite wire, nor. ally used as a super-conductor, but in this instance 

used only for Its hiuh tensile strength. 
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II«   Tlioorcvlcnl a.ialys.i3 of the oulsed»coil s/stcn 

A*   The s/ste.i as an ULC electrical circuit 

figure k shows a sche;.iatic dia^ra/i of tue tust circuit«    Initially, 

the capacitor bank is chr.rjed to an initial voltage \fc, «nileh it iiolds until 

the 6C,\ (silicon controlled rectifier) is fiivd \r/ the tri^cr circuit. 

Tiic dasiibd bo::   5 t..o ..cct coil, uhich is taken to contain cii id'-al inductor 

and an ideal resistor.   The diode across the test coil "crowbars" t)io circuit 

to urevent the capacitor volt ^c fro., swin^in^; «oro negative than -ü«ö volts. 

The entire resistance in tho circuit, it, is talcen to be the DC resistance 

of -ae co-1, tns cnt?..w in ucxance in tne circuit, L, is taken to bo whe in» 

dactance of the c,il and the entire capacitance in the circuit,C, is taken 

to be the capacitanc; of the capacitor bank«   Usin- tiiis nodcl (and assu/dnc 

tlie diode is switched off), the c:UAv.iou i;hich jovcrns the currant, 1, in 

the circuit i:< 

il£ ♦JLÄ«i-o dt*       t 3t      tc     "• 
i'ai» c.uation 1MS Uux* solutions, kic.>cndi.:_ oa .iiwtiwr tiis s/stor. It lijUtljr 

dfc'pcd, ivtasrily uiL^tJ» cr witicrdly 6n.,>td.   itor ll.;i. cL-.\iin_, 

kiacii hes its   VJ:. ui. v&lco -* 

fbr ««cavy ua.-jd.iw, 

whic-' has   ...:; :•. ;u u   v.-Vv   r^   _ 

for critical di..v*ii.. 

WidtLi iia*j i»:, ,t-r ..*•:   v:lu: r.o 
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c 
Iheorcwically,  c*_ticrl üai.pin^ occurs at only one point, i.e. i.hen (*i/2L) -I/Lüsü. 

M In practic., it is convenient to use the critically daaoed formulae whenever 
cj 2 

(V2L) -1/LJ ä o, since usin^ either the lightly ckxped or heavily darned 

equations :;ould result in a loss of accuracy«    Woxsaally however, either tue 

li^vly damped or the heavily darped equations arc used. 

B.    Factorj rclat d to coil ^eoisetry 

The nacnet.c field, ü, produced by a coil depends on the geometry of 

tiie coil and is proportional to the current flowing in the coil windings. 

For a coil lorn; enough to be treated as an infinite solenoid, the field is 

# 

wliero H is tiie total number of turns in the coil,  I  is the total len0th of 

the coil, and 4U* LfttMif*     IKS units.   This formula begins to be a -;ood 

approvdr.ifltion of the na;;nctic field generated by Uie coil when the coJ. length, 

i , beco:.v:s larger t.;an ...e inside dtaneter of tiie coil« 

For coils whose lews in is less than about one third of their diareter, 

a betver foxnula for :he magnetic field is, 

Dcerfftx  *       **•       ) 
where \ ecu als one .iaif of tiie dlarctcr of the coil.    Unlike lon^, solenoid*! 

coils, Uie najnetic field of short coils near the ..indin^c is not appro::L At&fcr 

equal to the field at vh   center of the coil.    For the ^encraliaod sliort 

coil cast., I have U*\:c\\ the f "eld nc.-r tiie -..-indin^c to be t'..icc tlir.t of v-tie 

field in t..c center. 

fbr colls ..ith Multiple layers of »and n^s 1 used the principle of super- 

position.    *br the iii.icr l.?yer of wladin .z alJL of -he abovw formulas hold. 

To find tiie r-iajnetic field on the Itt'ur surf ace of the next layers, tl*. sa*-ac 

formlas :xy Le uckc tjcceot that t\ izxzl be rcilncccl by the total nu.uxr of 
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turns minus the number of turns contained i.i all lower layers, and ä   may 

have to be changed to talce into account the finite thiclcness of the lovers. 

Sgj The magnetic pressure that a sincle-layer coil must withstand is, 

and which must be applied separately to each layer of a* multi-layer coil« 

When this is done, an average pressure, P, can be defined as 

where P is the pressure just inside the innermost layer 0* the coil. This 

Ey egression is valid for all multi-layer coils with n layers where the thick- 

ness of the windings is small compared to x^ so that it can be neglected« 

In order to decide whether the impulse theory or the steady-state theory 

is a more valid description of the coil's behavior, the coil's response time, 

which corresponds to the rin<jin^ period, must be determined,    fy us ins a 

radial force balance and ap lyinw lie..ton13 lair, the equation ;Jiich describoe 

a coils deformation is, 

V 6     .   +   JS±  
€ +  J7} * + f(*Xr)A j 
provided that the deformation of tne co.l remains in the elastic xan^e, and 

where € is strain, i£ is fount's modulus, P is density, A is the cross-seo- 

tional area of the ;:Lry used to wind the coil, and a   is the dirueter of a 

single winding; measured alone the axis of the eoU.   For a freely ringing 

coil PsO, and 

^-^T dvinsi 

To determine ohe nora valid theory the a, corpare tM+* to   /*4 :   If t^AM is 

Ion; coivuvd to ^ , then the jiulse '..« lon_ enough so thai» the coil c«-n rospaid 

accoixiinc to the stccdy state theory; if £,%Ä is short co.ip; red to I A ,  i.icn 

the coil Ct'Mnot respond fast enonjii to keep up with the ^ulso, an.«  : &   ..vuise 

theory sho«Ud be sisc*l. 

J ■jwi■    *   3   ß   1    F1 ■ ■ F J■-.        I .■.'.» I     I    l    ■.   H   ■.    . .    ■    .-....- 
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C.    The linear-clastic/ .jurely-plastdc riodol of material behavior 

1.    The steaoy-statr.-;,o-yi elding nodol of co .1 deforraxtion« 

If t^   is lon^ connared t,o % , then the steady-state node! should be used 

to describe coil defomatioru    In all of the experiments that I conducted, 

this was tii« case«    For the clastic region then, the strain is changin;. rrthsr 

slowly,  such th£t € -0 .    This leadr; to 

C *~   ^** k:   P 

In general, 

which is valid for all co Is under the steao>-state theory, having neJ.octable 

winoin,j rudenesses. 

rne linear strain relation is valid until the yield stress of Uie na- 

terial is reached.    The iradÄi pressure that the coil can withstand wit/out 

defominrj plasticrlly is 

Any pressure above this level ;.lll ecus, plastic dofomation in the rate-rial* 

uidch will lc:d to a non-ncglectablc € . 3ccause there is no longer an 

clitic term* duo to perfect plasticity, 

****** *   p^x      *    T&)A     ) M:dC*1 l*cco:;»s 

This equation cm bo integrated t:.lcc, but oj\ly if the Units of integration 

r\ro kno: ;■•    I« is u riivJ wo iiuc ,i;.t.,   fr>n the u&ml tant tac :*rcs:ttv 

exceeds P .   . since t.ds is when i>Owu w;u accr.lerrtio.: and tnc elastic eofor- 

i4ation bc.in, Uo tin   axxut when €f**«.t     is next r,ero, ninco this is   .hen 

the plastic u fo* ; t.ou ends,    ;.?/ s«;Uin^ the pressure c^ual to P irJC>^© ^^.^ } 

the ti;»e at \;idch »li&tic deformation Le^inr, C-JI be fou/id. 
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rnax   -   «T Äo < x^io 

°v^t - V/TäTS— 
If the coil is a lone solenoid, 

° -   <       and 

If tiie coil is short, 

6 i r **'*    . ■VM**V  ^   and 

Ibx li^ht or heavy dancing define 

Jbr li&ht darping solve numerically 

(imt'^ji.«J£lhP tv„4+,. *   V   , to find    t%U|+,.t f 
For heavy darping solve 

Far critical dating defir« 

and solve- numerically 

* 
Once t^^^/t •***.* bcon found,   £    at a „cnoral ,>oint in tine is found 

by integrating  C  fron i.^*^   to t   .   Vho rosulwin^ equation is then 

set eiual to zero an   a suner :.c*l  .olution fur "t^    is found«    .inally, 

the uenci.*l e uatio» for £   is into;ivted fron t#fHj1kk   to   fc^J    t-o   ,±vc 

tiie final r.ultinj nlastic acfortntion« 
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£•     .'.>c i/nulse rjnd.l of coil deformation«    IT t     is short compared 

%o sH  3 tuen the impulse model should be used to describe coil deformation. 

Since the pulse is assuried to be over before the coil has deformed signifi- 

cantly the equation describing the 1 .near strain is 

To find the fii:al plastic strain, calculate the kinetic energy which the 

inpuist: iiparts to the coll and set it equal to the energy stored clastically 

and dissipated plastically.    The impulse imparted to the coil is 

i.hich allows an initial strnin-velocit;-, €# , to be found, 

The Icinetic oncrjy associated with this velocity is 

which we then sot eoual to the sun of the final stored clastic-strain energy 

and the dissipated plastic-strain energy.   So, 

which leads to the final expression for the plastic deformation of the coil, 

£i *\kX       r rrTfr ).7* *>■*** 

valid for tho inpulse model.    Tao  J in the u.mcr li*dt of the impuls- integral 

is evaluated as •»  '.f tho systc. i is cither itcuvily or critically dfu\jc*u, 

and it is evaluated as the first zero or tue liwntly <ki.:ped current equation. 

Vliis is found by th«  sr.*.»c net. o\ .»x    •jluticm cs £* K§tv*     ns foluwi for tae 

li>itly dr. i»r.d stwly-strte crso :.it... i.i.c c:;cc;jwio:i t.'.at y is r.«.-t to scro. 
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III«    i&perii.iental procedure! 

The /.«etuod I used to tost the deformation of coils was extre..iely simple. 

X did not receive the strain-jau-,es tliat were snail enough to mount upon 

0«10 inch di&.ieter wire in tine to do cry testin^ ..itn them, so I used a 

cruder method of measuring plastic sbrain.    Before winding a coil, I made 

two ..larks a measured distance apart on the wire.    After pulsing the coil I 

unwound it and measured tue new distance btuueen the marks«    The difference 

between the uew and old distances  -as taken and divided by the old distance« 

TUis save the measured plastic strain suffered by tiie coil due to the pulse« 

Usin^ tiii.s method I was unable to measure strains smaller than abort 

0.20* accurately«    because I did not ;;ant to baste the test coil I lud 

prepared £or measurement by pulsing it at a voltage whicn wo ild produce strains 

that I could not measure, I us^d two colls for \y test 3iiots.    Tae colls 

were wounc  as identically as possible, so tiiat all of their parameters would 

be uhe sa*.ic«    fae first coil .;; s pulsed rcpeateJLy rt ixjulari/ increasing 

initial voltages until it was seen to yield«    rue second coil was tuen pulsed 

at a sil^tly lower .initial voltaic (since it would oc cooler and therefor«? 

conduct more current), ar.d after.;.-.rd unround* and t/.c wtrain measured« 

Tue current trace was observed HOT all shots ucinw a ...colct digital 

oscilloscope connected across a calibrated shunt«    In b<ds ./ay the .••xud.Tun 

current ia t.;e circuit could be neasurcu directly, anü wie s.iaje o.  v.*'. current 

vs« ti;.ie f .met .on could be compared tilth theoretical predictions« 
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IV,    itesults 

A«    Initial tcstin;:    Coils wound Iron 0«1Q inch round alunLnua wire 

xhe initial tests of my experiment used coils wound from 0«10 incli dia- 

meter round aluninun wi: c.    I'ne/ :;üre hand t/ound as tightly and as uniformly 

as possible around sections of ;:oodcn dowel J inches in diameter.   The leads 

were secured by passing the wire tlirou^h a hole drilled alone; a chord of the 

cylinder, looping it back around and through the hole a second and final time« 

They were all single layer coils with no external reinforcement or epoxy. 

The first test or an aluminum coil used a col with 'jh turns and a lenjtn 

of     u,6 en.    Alter several pulses at lot; voltages (approximately 23 volts) 

to insure that all of the circuitry was working properly, tne iiiLtial voltage 

on the capacitor ban): wes raised to 1000 volts«   The coil, which was inside 

a thick plywood box for safety, was pulsed at this volt^c and failod tluou;,h 

radial deformation, axial buciclin- of the windings, and arcing through the 

insulation on the windings,    :ue radial defomation was tae primary zxxL of 

failure, and tne other .©d.s ca.ie about as a result of it.   The coil actually 

ruptured (primarily due to iicltinj of tiic windings caused ly the necked-doim 

alurdnum bcin;: unable to h ndlc the en-cut flowin;; through it) in five 

separate places, but of J* he pieces wh: ch ucre intact, the plastic strain was 

approximately loo,* (with 20 ^3C inccrtainty).    (;jco Table 1). 

The second t st of an aliudnu   coil used r. coil ;.ith hh turnc and r. 

length of U.2 au   T:.-o   .irirs or. :.hc middle *0 tum3 of the coil initially 

sqiaiat'.d ^.1? .jrtcrs of  ire.    /irst, a si ulrr coil of 50 turns ;:; z pulsed 

at inertanin^ vol ucj.ee until it wrs observed to yield at an initial voltaje 

of wf yij voltes.   i\.c kh turn co .1 was pulsed initially at 20 volts for an 
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equipment and connection chock, and vhon it was pulsed r.t j25 volte» As ex- 
•O -3 

pectcd it .yielded, „ivin;; a plastic strain of 9.6 x 10   !  2 x 10   , or about 

1* strain«    (Sec table 1).    In tlds test the measured maximum current was 

37ot) &-^?s, v:hercas theorj predicted a waxisttm current of only 2U57 awps, 

for an initial capacitor banl: voltaic of 325 volts»    I do not knot; what caused 

this discrepancy, but in order to civc the rest of t».c theoretical analysis 

as inch chance at accuracy as possible, I decided to use tue crpirical current 

value,    Tue theoretical initial voltcje corresponding to this value of iiaxL- 

raun current was U29 volts, which f:as what I used. 

B.   Tests of copy er colls 

The first copper coil test was ;:ith a coil Made of CIO inch square copper 

wire, :.O;UIü in two layers of > turns each. Its total length was 1.5 cm, »*na 

ana it was not cpexLed or otherwise externally reinforced.   Like the rliuiaun 

coils, t.*e copper coils were also wound around a wooden dowel 3 inches in 

cüaneter.   For tnis coil under «eat Uie leads were connected to a tcrrdnai 

block wiiica w\s nountco to tue wood.   The teminal olocl: served to Hold tne 

leads of tne coil iu plr.ee and also as cxt cutatcnaent point for the leads 

coiainc fwit tne capacitors.    Tue first coil was pulr.ua at successively 

increased initial volta.es until at a voitac'S of 2u0 volts soac sliest dcion«w 

ation wc.s dc .ectod.   In order +o obta.n nore defoliation the initial voltage 

was incixasco to 3u0 volts, ar.'» vixen the capacitor uanl; ..;:c tri:  erc.d the 

leaus iro.t tue caoacitor bon'; to tue tcivunal blocl: bl'„ * oil.    Itf insunn   that 

tne ieaus uo tue second cuil ..-..c on v.xy ti~ntly, \.c wre aüic to firu a 

2v£ volt s.Jot, a,io >•* a plastic strain of l.a x U   ±    ? - io"3 or   ^    ,LI 
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nore than I,* strain»    (see table 1).    In this snot tue rieasurcc; wazLruuri current 

was II6I4O anps, witn a tneox'ctical prediction or 1561*3 aitqps for an initial 

voltage of 260 volts« 

Four otaer copper coil shots were done, none or tuen giving useable results« 

Those results are listed in Table 1«   The first of these tests was of a coil 

wound fro:*.   Q#025 inch round copper wire, having 2 layers of 10 turns each« 

It was not eooxied or externally reinforced, and its leads '..er. secured to 

ti.o separated «enoinal blocks, to which tue capacitor leads were also secured« 

niion this coil was pulsed, it was so heavily dar\;cd that ti«c current largely 

heated the coil instead of defoming it radially«   /or an initial voltage of 

UC volts -lie co*l becaik- so hot that -ho L&ulatiss fr.ilcJ by bailing and 

charring« 

for «he other three tests, a different capacitor bank was used, one 

which was capable of storing hiuaer voltages and uhich iu?d a smaller capaci- 

tance than the first bank,    ;he snail er capacitance led to ruei lighter damping, 

and in fact nade the systca ■ f r the next tiirue test. lightly da. pod«   Viiis 

also g«ve the systcn a euch fenter pulse, bat not so f.-st that tue steady- 

state   nodel could not bo used« 

2Uo next test w:s a coil identical to -he prcviou: oac, except ~iat 

its windings were potted in opo^.    It wrs pulsed at SOJ volts, 1000 volu3f 

and 1^00 volUt »,itii no visible defor -itioii.      *ueu it ws pulscu at 1. .0 

volts, a action 01 inucr wiadin^s bl«;*.   out .-.ad r^lttd üi t;.c.   1-*. ..* «,»;;» 

t.*at, I could not dc,».Cv . ny o...vr <J??* >r r.^oa«    I bcl-W laa* w .c .-...•■.: r,\ 

t.ds coil    :s -»blc i*o riWUrnd pulsii^ at such ai_.i voi.a.c.*   is *.;at t.:o 

cpoxy gluc-4 «.I.e •...'• adiagn together, and therefore* nrevca^d the.*. 1.0: bidding, 

and U*at tl:c :?o%,' JLuci the wi.uiin^s »0 t c i.ood, spr^. Un     ....   ;.vc.   jv^r 

a :ucii larger ait a viuui oil »er is« voulU have be. a pos.-ö.Ll.« 
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The last two tests used ceils that wore identical to the first two except 

that they voi'c wound fron 0#ü2ü inch super«conductor Tare, which consists 

of filaments of niobiun-titaniun potted in 0.02J; inch thick copper wire. 

For i-v purposes I did not use tlds ..ire eis p. super»conductor, but as a cora- 

posite having a tensile strength ^reater than tliat of copper alone«   One of 

these coilr> was jotted in epo^, the otiicr was no«    Both failed at 2000 volts 

by arciiv, through t :cir insul; Lion«    A^ain, I could not detect any radial 

dcforriatioiu 

(*    field stress r.casurci:cnts 

In order to check the values I used for yield stress, I ncasurcd the 

yield stress Tor two of t.e nsterials, alu..tinua and copper, which I used in 

• br <-xperi.sent.    bsin~ a dial .dcroueter, I rxccurocl the deflections *jf iiccsured 

pieces of   ire in the testing r.acidne as a function of the force applied 

to the wire«   I define.»  CT^  as bein^ that -tress at which the stress-strain 

curve Xii-st oüLver^cd fro:-, linearity.    For the alu;l..u.i, of the three different 
7      2 

valid jaeasuxvuonts ,i.*.t I nadc, the jlelu stresse, were l.Oi; x 10   ti/u , 
v     2 y     i 

c.ll x 10   u/i\ , c::i 3.33 * 10   *;/ri .    nor tue copper, as wwui usinw 
7      2 7> 

tne 0.10 ..ach suarc wirr, the- . ic-ld streamer. ;.«.rc j**: x 10   ,j/n , h^h x 10   i,/;; . 
It it 

>»17 x 1J   u/n , a.u ?•«»/ x 10   *./n •    rtf atittjpLs to Measure tac yield stress 

of the .*.u2p inch *,a>:r-coaduc*.»»w ..ire v it iLisucct-fcfui, and I nas «uiaolc 

to find a i-rlulnteu value ±or it.. 
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V» Discussion of results 

flie nost iir^ortant characteristic of the theory'is its cxbreno sensitivity 

to yield stress,    (See ELeure $).    For predictions in the Siiall strain region, 

an error on the order of 1(J in the accuracy of the yield stress can cause 

double the predicted plastic strain«    ivith the larje scale uncertainties 

as to vm.it the correct yield stress in our material is, and ^iven the numerous 

factors, such as temperature and strain hardening, tliat can affect t^e value 

of tiie yiold „tress, accurate pi*ediction of the mount of plcstic strain 

bcco:.«s .Uapossible with a i.»del tids ein^lified«    The fact tiiat tue iiodel is 

conceptually correct ho-;e\er, is shoim by tl.e braclcctinw of the c pirical 

value for strain by the v*ri us ^iredicttsd values usins *..3 dilfexxjnw /icld 

stresses« 
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Vi#      Concl"s:.)a~ 

Viic Sv.cady-statc-*.c-/ieldiq^   »del is a conceptually correct :od;l of 

oynaiilc co _1 behavior, but one that does not allow accurate prediction of the 

fiatl coil deforsatiwU due to i:iaccur?.cies in deter»iini*i0 the yield stross in 

tue co .1 ..aterial.    iiuwcver, the theory should be adec;uri,e to dosi^n end o^ 

tiidze cods, since it is desiivd ^o have zero plastic deforuation after each 

shot«    i\ic i;*julce ;iodel will be rarely used, since il doc* not * vrouitely 

predict co J. Leirvior vLiless tii. pulse lcnjth is »tich less than the espouse 

tiidC of t»io coil, 

;hc steady-state» .'»del, on the other :irnd, _s vrlid :.hon the «esponsc 

tiite ox o.ic co .1 is Ettd. less than the pulse length, i:Mch is a situ*'.ion 

n^t occurs ..nch aorc frequently« 

lurtiier studfcr in this area is recomended to investigate Ute effects 

of addinw extcnv&l reinforcement to the coils, <M pottinw t-o  .Indians in 

epojcr.    £l3> Uio possible def^rrv tivc eflecw of one co i .ulsi.^ ne?.r :»iot**or 

coil should be invfSi*iwntcd, althou^i th/.t *.;^3 ouwsiuo „.a? «v.-   A stud/ 

oi t*ds report. 
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APPENDIX    B 

THE SELF-ENERGIZED,  SUPERCONDUCTING MASS DRIVER 

AS A MEANS FOR LAUNCHING SPACE VEHICLES  FROM EARTH 

1.0    INTRODUCTION 

Rocket propulsion has become the established way of launching objects Into deep 

space and Into orbits around the earth.   A possible alternative to this method of 

propulsion are electromagnetic accelerators.   A major advantage of electromagnetic 

traction should be the more efficient use of energy because no fuel has to be hoisted 

Into space.   The penalty for this 1s the high velocity with which the projectile has 

to travel through the densest layers of the atmosphere. 

At present 1t Is by no means clear how trade-offs of this nature would Influence 

the economics of space flight.   Different concepts of electromagnetic accelerators 

may be envisaged, but this Investigation deals only with one particular version.   This 

1s the coaxial superconducting mass driver In which the traction solenoid and the 

armature (bucket) coH carry persistent supercurrents.   The analysis does not go 

beyond establishing electrodynamlc fusibility. 

A primary objective of the design 1s   to use a long superconducting solenoid, 

at one and the same time, as fast access energy store and drive coll.   Other electro- 

magnetic earth launchers have been proposed.   They require specially provided energy 

storage devices dedicated to the launch facility and existing In addition to the drive 

colls.   Since the energy has to be made available 1n the short time span of a fmr 
of Cm**, " 

second^ not all conventional methods of energy storage are suitable for earth launchers, 

The most attention has been given to electrostatic capacitors and flywheels In homo- 

i.iij,), if. iif^i.n.n >. 'L »■- k M ****** rt. »i wtwi it w H Jiwwwwwmi m ■ i J m mum m n.i. 
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polar generators.  Storage devices of this kind are likely to be the most costly 

items of an electromagnetic accelerator. They would be eliminated if it should prove 

™      possible to convert most of the magnetic energy stored by a long solenoid into kinetic 

W      energy of the projectile. 

The following analysis aims at establishing concept feasibility without attend- 

ing design optimization. It should therefore be easy to improve the performance and 

economics of the all-superconducting mass driver by further design studies. 

2.0 ENERGY CONVERSION PROCESS 

2.1 Energy Storage 

The electromagnetic accelerator configuration to be examined is shown in fig.1. 

It employs a 1000 m long vertical solenoid of 5 cm thickness and 30 cm bore.    It 1s 

assumed that the solenoid and most of the accelerator components would be set up 1n 

a vertical mine shaft.   The traction solenoid consists of 20,000 Identical square- 

section colls of 5 x 5 cm winding cross-section.   Each coil 1s wound with 2500 turns 

of 1 x 1 mm conductor cross-section. 

For analytical purposes, each drive coil will be treated as a circular filament 

coinciding with the center turn of the coll and carrying a current equal to the ampere- 

turns of the coll.   A single 5 x 5 cm section coil serves for acceleration of the 

payload.   No clearances are shown on fig.l between drive and armature colls, but they 

may easily be Introduced by assuming the winding cross-sections to be reduced to, say, 

4 x 4 cm with a corresponding Increase in current density*   This preserves the location 

of all central filament rings by which the coils are represented in the mutua1 Inductance 

analysis. 

All Inductance calculations have been carried out in compliance with the formulas 

provided by Grover, "Inductance Calculations".   The selfinductance of the traction 

solenoid shown In fig.l comes to 

Ls • 2.75xl05 H - 2.75xl0lw     cm  (1) 
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With an overall current density in the solenoid of 10,000 A/cm2, the current in 

each turn of each individual drive coil is 

is « 100 A  (2) 

This results in a maximum magnetic field strength at the center of the solenoid of 

B*ax "6-3T  0) 

The total magnetic energy stored by the solenoid is 

E0 « (1/2)LS1S
2 « 1.375 GJ  (4) 

Assuming that 80 percent of the stored energy will be converted to kinetic energy, 

the remainder being dissipated by induced drag currents, mechanical friction and 

arc heating, this leaves 1.1 GJ for mass acceleration. 

Let the total projectile mass be 20 kg, then the final velocity of the payload 

would be 

v • /1.6E0/m • 10.5 km/s  (5) 

where m is the accelerated mass. Hence a one kilometer long coaxial superconducting 

mass driver has the potential of accelerating useful payloads to earth escape velocity, 

which exceeds 10 km/s by an amount depending on the aerodynamics of the projectile. 

Nuch more magnetic energy may be stored in longer solenoids of greater diameter. 

The dimensions of the accelerator of flg.l were chosen to obtain some Idea of just 

how small a useful electromagnetic earth launcher could be. 

For the projectile to reach the final velocity of 10.5 km/s over the length of 

1 km» the average acceleration must be 

J • v2/2i- 55,125 m/s2 ■ 5619 g  (6) 

where g 1s the acceleration due to gravity. The average force required to satisfy 

(6) is 

f   - Rta ■ 112,385 kg  (7) 

The axial stress on the solenoid and armature coil resulting from the acceleration 

force 1s 

o$ » F/(w/4)(402-302) ■ 204 kg/cm2 • 2907 psl    (8) 

oa • r7(w/4)(302-202) - 286 kg/cm2 « 4068 psl    (9) 
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The magnitude of these stresses seem acceptable for superconducting windings. The 

weakest metal component of the superconductor would be the backing material. High 

purity aluminum can operate safely at 5000 psi at ambient temperature and 10,000 psi 

at helium temperatures. The electrical insulation of the 1 x 1 mm superconductor 

wires will be compressed by the axial stresses. Not many dielectric materials are 

capable of withstanding the high compressive stresses which will arise, particularly, 

in the solenoid. Designers of all kinds of superconducting magnets face the same 

difficulty. Most reliance 1s being placed on fiberglass reinforced epoxy (G10) In 

sheet or spacer form, and the alumina coating of anodized aluminum. 

2.2 Current Transfer to the Armature Coll 

A long superconducting solenoid utilizing Its stored energy can accelerate the 

armature coil only by attraction and not by repulsion. Attraction 1s in any case more 

desirable for lateral stability of the projectile in the confined space of the solenoid 

bore. For the attraction force to be reasonably constant over the full length of 

the projectile flight through the solenoid, the portion of the solenoid behind the 

projectile has to be de-energized or quenched as the armature coil progresses. The 

most promising method of quenching the persistent current in the drive coll through 

which the armature passes appears to be current interruption by a vacuum circuit 

breaker. 

The operation of any one of a battery of circuit breakers arranged alongside the 

traction solenoid has to be carefully timed to coincide with the passage of the arma- 

ture coll. A possible switching arrangement is illustrated in fig.2. The vacuum 

circuit breakers make and break persistent current contacts between a superconducting 

return conductor and taps on the traction solenoid. For the armature position indi- 

cated 1n f1g.2, contacts (a) have to close before contacts (b) are opened. 

The process of current Interruption will Induce emfs in the neighboring part 

of the traction solenoid and 1n the armature coil. The armature emf helps to maintain 

the armature current and this 1s an essential feature of the superconducting accele- 

rator concept. But additional current in the solenoid would be undesirable as this 

»L ».»H.«.*.»Hl5^^g^^g^-*f^'g^T^T1' 
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would bring the current closer to the critical level. 

Initially an arrangement was studied in which each drive coil was closed upon 

Itself and Isolated from all others. In this type of accelerator, it was found, 

current would pile up ahead of the armature coil, because of the switching operations, 

and it gave rise to strongly non-uniform acceleration of the projectile. As will 

be shown presently, the current pile-up problem 1s completely avoided by series- 

connection of all traction colls and the use of a return conductor. 

To analysize the current transfer from the de-energized drive coil to the arma- 

ture coll we make use of the fact that a perfect conductor (of zero resistivity) 

cannot sustain an Internal electric field. Therefore, If e 1s the Induced emf In 

a closed filament of the perfect conductor, 

e - -d*/dt - 0  (10) 

and the flux ♦ linked by the filament, or coil, has to remain costant. We may r%Ur 

to this fact as flux conservation. 

Flux conservation will make It, In general. Impossible to maintain a positive 
current 

(in the same direction as the solenoid current)^n the armature coll when the latter 

1s charged a long way away from the drive solenoid. This 1s the result of the disparity 

of the selfInductances and magnetic field strengths of a long and a short coll. 

Hence the armature coll has to be charged 1n position at the Inlet of the traction 

solenoid, as shown In f1g.3(a). Assuming that the solenoid Is charged first, armature 

and projectile have to be held back by a mechanical Interlock while the armature 

current 1s being raised, by an external voltage source, to the desired level. During 

the charging process, the armature circuit Includes resistance and the flux through 

It may change continuously. At the end of their respective charging cycles, both 

the solenoid and the armature have to be closed upon themselves by superconducting 

contact^ to freeze In persistent currents. Breaking the mechanical Interlock after 

charging of the armature will start the the flight of the projectile. 

Let the Initial solenoid current be 1$ » in%\.   As a first step, before releasing 

the armature, we will assume that the bottom coll of the solenoid (n«l) is inter- 

rupted just after n«2 has been connected to the return conductor. The current in 
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the solenoid should then Increase from 1n j to 1^ ^ and the current in the armature 

from 1m i to 1m i*   The following Inductances are required for computing the variations 

1n solenoid and armature currents: 

Lm - selfinductance of armature coll 

Ln-X - selfInductance of solenoid after opening the first x colls 

Mx - mutual Inductance between armature coll and energized portion of the solenoid 

just before the armature enters this energized portion (see fig.3) 

Mx - mutual Inductance between armature coil and energized portion of the solenoid 

just after the current in the coil ahead of the armature has been Interrupted 

(see fig.3) 

Equating flux linkages in the solenoid and armature before and after Interruption 

of the current 1n the drive coll n«l gives 

^.lLm + 1n.lMi " VlLm+in.lMl  (»> 

K,Ul + 1m.I«i " 'n,lLn ♦ Vft  <«) 
Solving (11) and (12) for the adjusted currents 1m ^ and r , results in 

*i.l ■ ^-^„.^/{(Mi)'-^.^^,! ♦ (LnHi-Ln.iMl)/((Mi)'-L/n.l)1ntl  (13) 

K,l ' L*(Mi-"l)/<("i)2Vn-l>Vl   * <W*>/«"i>'-Vi-l»ii.l   <l4> 

For the next step we consider the change 1n the currents from 1*     to 1m g and 

K i to 1- 9 as the armature coll moves up to the energized portion of the solenoid» 
n» i n»6 

as indicated 1n fig.3(c).   Flux conservation then demands 

V2Ln.l + 1-.2H2-1;.lLn-l+i;,iMi  <16> 

Solving (15) and (16) for the adjusted currents 1   9 and 1   0 produced by the for- 
»»,4    n»c 

ward notion of the armature by 5 en gives 
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'n.2 = ^(^i'/'^Vn-l'^l + (Vr^-ll/tM^Vn.!)^!  (18) 

This procedure can be repeated step-by-step until fc coils of the solenoid have been 

opened and the armature has moved right up to the portion of the solenoid still carry- 

ing current, as in fig.3(d), when the armature and solenoid currents will be 

Vx " (M;.lMx-LmLn-x+l>/(Mx-L
m

Ln-x+l>1i;,x.l ♦ Wl("x-Nx-l>/(MxVn-x+l>*'n,x-l 

 (19) 

Vx ' WW-lJ/^Vn-x+l^.x-l + l\K-l'^n-»l»K-^n.»lK*-l 
 (20) 

And after Interruption of the current in the next drive coll, the two currents become 

1;.X "(MxMi-L^n-x)/«M;)2.Lr(lLn.x}1m>x ♦ (Ln.x+1M;-Ln.x
Mx)/^M;)2-LmLn.x"ntx 

 (21) 

Ut« " 
Lm(M;-Mx)/«M;)2-LmLn-x^m,x * ^W"LmLn.x*l)/C(Mi)2-LmLn.x)1ntX 

 (22) 

In order to evaluate equations (19) to (22) it is necessary to compute the numerical 

values of the eight dimensionless inductance coefficients of these equations. The 

only constant in those coefficients 1s the armature selfInductance. Its value is 

Lm • 287 cm  (23) 

Grover formulas have been used for (23) and the calculation and the variable self- 

inductance Lx of   the energized portion of the solenoid.   The results are plotted on 

fig.4. 

Grover also provides a formula for the mutual Inductance M between a long sole- 

noid and a coaxial circular filament in the end-plane of the solenoid.   For the 

20,000 colls of the traction solenoid, this value of M must be equal to 

20,000 1000 
M*I "mn9t     M««  (24) 

n-1      Xn     n-1   ■•" 

The Grover formula also shows tk«t for the dimensions of the solenoid of flg.l. 
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colls 1001 to 20,000   make virtually no cont»4W«on to M, which justifies   the 

approximation in (24).   Hence the mutual Inductance 1s very nearly constant until 

the projectile has traversed 95 percent of the accelerator.   Over thls^dlstance 

Mx'M-Mm.l  <25> 

where Mm ^ 1s the mutual inductance between the armature coll and a drive coll di- 

rectly surrounding the armature. Also 

•Ü ■" - Vi - Vi  m) 

where Mm 2 is the mutual Inductance between the armature and the drive coll just 

ahead of it. Using Grover formulas, the mutual Inductances of '25) and (26) were 

found to be 

Mx • 392 cm  (27) 

M1 ■ 212 cm  (28) 

While the projectile travels through the last 1000 colls of the solenoid, both 

MM and M' decrease from the values given In (27) and (28). 

Mt art now able to compute the numerical value of the first Inductance coeffi- 

cient in (19) for 0 < x < 19,001. 

(M;.1Mx-g.n.x+1)/(M».L111Ln.1,M) - (212 x 392 - 287 Ln.x+1)/(392» - 287 l^j) 

« 1  (29) 

For all values of Ln.x+1 < 19.000 we have Ln.x+1 > 0.2S x 10*.   Hence for the first 

950 m of the solenoid the Inductance coefficient of (29) Is very nearly equal to one. 

The second Inductance coefficient of (19) 1s 

Wl(V",.l>/(Mx-lBLn.x+1) ■ Wl (»2 * 212)/(392» - 287 L„.x+1) 

• -0.627  (30) 

The regaining Inductance coefficients of equations (20) to (22) are 

•WW/^x-LJ-n-x*!* " 287<392>- *«)/(»   * 2«7 L„-x*l> 
•0  (31) 

t"VkrUWi>/»5-U«.*i> -t»2«2l2 -287 Ln-x*l>/W * »7 Wl> 
•1  (32) 

(MxHx'LJLn-x)/{(Mx),_LJLn-x) ' (392 * 212 " 287 Ln-x)/(212' " 287 Ln-x) 

»1  (33) 

■o8_^aija_aaaT     •     -   ir*-    '    • •   a i i        a t —t a   aaass    afcaaa   - — ,—s»iMjaa 
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(Wl ^S-A>'{ WHJW • (212 Ln.x+l - 392 L„.x)/(212« - 287 L„.x) 
* +0.627  (34) 

Ln(M
x-Mx,/{(Mi),-L«iLn-x) - 287(212*- 392)/(212   - 287 Ln.x) 

«0  (35) 

<MxMiVn.x+l)
/{(M^'-L/n-x> ' (392 x 212 - 287 L„.x+1)/(212« - 287 Ln.x) 

»1  (36) 

Substituting approximations (29) to (36) Into (19) to (22) gives the currents as 

'M-'M-I-0'6»1;,«-!  (37> 

<;,« "<..«♦ °-«7 Vx  <»> 

Equations (38) and (40) provt that the soltnold current remains constant until 

the projectile reaches the last SO a of the traction solenoid. The stability of 

1n Is the result of the large selfInductance of the solenoid compared to that of 

the armature coll. 

Equation (39) expresses the Increase in armature current due to the extinction 

of the current in the drive coll just ahead of the armature. This 1s the current 

transfer equation. According to (37)« the transferred current Is lost again when the 

armature moves up to the energized portion of the solenoid. Hence for the first 950 m 

of Its travel Into the solenoid the armature current varies 1n saw-tooth fashion 

between 1 ., the current to which the armature was originally charged, and this 
■•i 

current plus 62.7 percent of the solenoid current. Each circuit breaker therefore 

pumps a certain amount of current (ampere-turns) from the solenoid to the armature, 

and this Is expended In acceleration before the next pumping stroke occurs. In the 

last SO m of the solenoid, the average armature current decreases and the drive 

current Increases, keeping the acceleration approximately constant right up to the 

exit of the projectile from the accelerator. 

The current fluctuations In the armature coll will be smoothed out to a consi- 

derable extent by the gradual arc quench In the vacuum Interrupter. The saw-tooth 

waveform of the armature current arises from the assumption that the current is 
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exstinguished instantaneously. In practice this 1s Impossible, a fact which will 

help to keep the armature current more constant. But 1t seems unavoidable that 

the armature current contains as significant ac component which Increases In frequency 

as the projectile accelerates, reaching several hundred Mlo-hertz at the end of the 

accelerator. This will give rise to ac losses 1n the armature circuit which, together 

with heat inleak and friction md in imerateii hual, will have to be absorbed by 

the coolant and the cold metal. Fortunately the process of acceleration through the 

whole length of the solenoid takes only 0.2 s. 

It will be seen from (34) that the amount of current pumped Into the armature 

by each circuit breaker Is determined by (M^-Mx)/Lm. The numerator of this fraction 

depends on the number of circuit breakers Installed along the solenoid. The larger 

this number, the smaller will be the current pumped with each stroke. The number of 

circuit breakers that can be usefully employed 1s ultimately determined by their speed 

of operation. A larger selfInductance of the armature coll will also reduce the 

amount of current pumped per stroke. This would be best achieved by lengthening the 

armature con. 

In the present example In which a solenoid current of 100 A has been assumed, 

the initial armature current 1m j should not be larger than 37.3 A to prevent the 

current density 1n the armature coll from exceeding that 1n the solenoid. 

3.0 PERSISTENT CURRENT MAINTENANCE AND INTERRUPTION 

The maintenance of persistent currents through mechanical contacts and the arc 

interruption of these currents Is an uncharted area of technology. The contacts 

would operate 1n hard vacuum and therefore could be kept ^fy clean, except for a 

mon#layer of gas. By using adequate pressure. It 1s hoped that superconducting con- 

tact can be made reliably between niobium electrodes. The contacts would have to be 

internally cooled with helium or by conduction to a helium pool. 

A )ftry large number of solenoid turns has been chosen in the present example 

to keep the current small and therefore interruptible. Even with vacuum circuit 



breakers it is difficult to interrupt dc correfvts of 1000 A or more. The voltage 

drop across the arc is of the order of 20-100 V, depending on the ionization potential 

of the metal vapor atoms. This is a very small voltage compared with the selfin- 

duced emf's which will normally try to maintain the current constant. However, the 

proximity of the short-circuited armature coll of zero resistance experiences similar 

emf's which result 1n -the current transfer and by this action reduce the selfinduced 

emf in the drive coil circuit which is being opened. This sequence of events should 

greatly help with the extinction of the drive coll current. 

Furthermore, a 100 A arc generates relatively little heat and this will starve 

the arc of^ions and make it unstable. With this small amount of current the gap 

plasma may have more the nature of a glow discharge than an arc. Glow discharges 

are capable of opposing much larger Induced voltages than arcs. Another technique 

used for dc vacuum arc extinction 1s the application of a crossed magnetic field to 

divert electrons Into the vacuum background. 

Of the twin problems of the maintenance of persistent currents through mechanical 

contacts and dc arc Interruption, the former 1s expected to be the more difficult one 

to solve. An essential step in establishing the feasibility of the superconducting 

earth launcher has to be some experimental evidence of the working of the make and 

break action of the vacuum switches. Arc Interruption could be explored with normal 

conductors at liquid nitrogen temperature, but persistent current contact experiments 

require liquid helium cooling. 

4.0 SOLENOID FORCES 

Another critical Issue are the maximum mechanical stresses that may arise 1n 

the traction solenoid from the combination of axial magnetic pressure, acceleration 

force and weight. According to formulas and tables provided by Grover, the force 

of attraction between the two halves of the solenoid comes to 

F ■ 309,000 kg  (41) 

^jVi^V-V^-VwN .*• ,"\.  ".   N ,% .% fcv .*. fcV *\VW-% .** .% .*• .^ .*• .*• . • .^ .*• .** .N , 
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The winding contact area between the two halves is 

A = (TT/4)(40
2
 - 302) = 550 cm2  (42) 

Hence the compressive stress across the midplane of the solenoid is 

F/A   = 562 kg/cm2 =   8000 psi  (43) 

The weight of half the column of the solenoid adds to the stress of (43). For an 

aluminum/niobium ratio of 3:1, the average density of the superconductor would be 

4.17 g/cm3.   The total weight of the solenoid column therefore is 

WA1 « 4.17 x 10"3A I * 230,000 kg  (44) 

The compressive stress due to this weight at the bottom of the column is 

WA1/A « 417 kg/cm2 * 6000 psi  (45) 

Half this stress added to the axial compression makes the midplane stress 11,000 psi. 

The maximum stress would actually occur below the midplane and it may be too high 

for pure aluminum.   With a copper-backed superconductor the compressive stresses in 

the solenoid would be even higher because of the greater specific gravity of copper, 

but pure copper would tolerate 20,000 psi.   The difficulty with copper 1s that its 

oxides are Inadequate electrical Insulation and 610 sheets may have to be Inserted 

between pancake colls. 

5.0 SPACE DISPOSAL OF HAZARDOUS WASTE 

A small launch facility,as the one studied in this investigation,may find 

application in the space disposal of hazardous waste. Radioactive substances from 

various nuclear programs are obvious candidate materials. Small-packet launching 

would greatly reduce the risks associated with aborted space shots. Rocket launching 

of payloads of the order of 20 kg 1s completely out of the question on account of the 

amount of fuel required per shot. 

Assuming an 80 percent charging efficiency, each shot of the superconducting 

earth launcher would consume under 5000 kWh of electricity at a cost of less than 

$ 500. 

M/d~-£i-'^'l*l', >I'-V"i*-II>i-V-V?■-*•- i'l''"' '"' ■■!■■■■■ i ■■■ i    ■ i ■ i 


